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Hydro Electric Power Plants

11·1. Introduction

When rain water falls over the earth's surface it possesses
potential energy relative to the oceans towards which it flows. This
energy can be converted to shaft work where the water drops through
an appreciable vertical distance. Such a site develops power,

...(11·1.1)

where

HP p.Q.h
.. = 7"5 X 1]

P = Specific weight of water, kg/m3 (=1000)
Q = Rate of water flow, m3/sec.
h = Height of fall or head, m.
1] = Efficiency of conversion of potential energy into

kinetic energy.

As the water fans, its potential energy is conv:erted into kinetic
energy and then kinetic energy is converted to the mechanical energy
by allowing the water to flow through the hydraulic turbine runner.
This mechanical energy is then utilised to run an electric generator
which is coupled to the turbine shaft. The usual hydraulic plant
need be constructed only with the water flow from its immediate
point of origin above the plant site to its point of discharge from the
site. The energy derived from falling water is a very small process
in the gigantic heat power cycle, technically caned the hydrological
or rain evaporation cycle. The energy input to the cycle, in the form
of solar radiation, causes evaporation of water from the water bodies
covering the earth's surface. The vapour molecules absorb this energy
in the kinetic form, giving them the ability to rise and do work
against the force of gravity. On cooling these water vapours form
clouds. Further cooling makes the clouds to fall down in the form of
rain, snow, hail etc. known as precipitation. When the precipitation
falls on hms and mountains and converges to form streams we can
possibly use it for power generation. Major portion of the precipitation
around 70 per cent which reaches the land surface iSJeturned to
the atmosphere by evaporation from water surfaces, soil and vegetation
and through transpiration by plant;;. The remaining precipitation
returns ultimately to the sea, completing the cycle.
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There are following major applications of hydro plants:

1. Generation of electric poweI1.

2. Storage of irrigation water.

3. To control the floods in the rivers.

4. Storage of drinking water supply.

The energy of water utilized for hydro power generation may
be kinetic or potentiaL The kinetic energy of water is its energy in
motion and is a function of mass and velocity, while the potential
energy is a function of the difference in level of water between the
two points, called the head. In either case continuous availability of
water is a basic necessity. For this purpose water collected in natural
lakes and reservoirs at high altitudes may be utilized or water may
be artificially stored by constructing dams across the flowing streams.
The ideal site is one in which a good system of natural lakes, with
substantial catchment area, exists at a high altitude. Rainfall is the
primary source of water and depends upon such factors as temperature,
humidity, cloudiness, wind direction and velocity, etc. The utility of
rain faU for power generation further depends upon several complex
factors which include, its intensity and time distribution, topography
ofland and its drainage characteristics, etc.

India is fortunate to possess quantities of all the primary
energy sources being utilized for electric power generation in the
world today-coal, petroleum, nuclear fuel and hydro electric
power potentiaL Of the various primary energy sources being
used for generation of electric power for public utility supply, hydro
electric power is the only renewable energy source. Hydro electric
power is cheaper as compared with a fuel burning plant. Cost of
generation per kWh for hydro station and thermal station are in
the ratio 1 : 3 i.e., if cost of generation for hydroelectric say for a
plant is 20 paise per kWh, for thermal it should be about 60 paise
per kWh. In hydro electric plant, the cost of generation being free
of fuel element.

Advantages of hydro electric power generation over thermal
power generation are:

1. The hydro electric plant has a longer life. The stipulated
life of hydro electric plant even according to electricity (supply) act
is 35 years while that of thermal plant is 25 years. Costwise, this
implies a lower depreciation allocation per year.

2. Maintenance period and needs are less as compared to
fuel burning plant. This provides avenues for economy in two ways-
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less expenditure on maintenance and secondly lesser requirement
of reserve capacity, lellding to economy of investment cost. The
consumption of energy for auxiliaries is only one per cent compared
to 9 per cent or more in case of thermal power stations.

3. A large number of operational advantages are offered by
hydro electric plant:

hydro generating units are capable of being started and
stopped very quickly, in appropriate cases almost
instantaneously.

the ability for varying, their outputs is much higher and
faster ..

unforeseen outages are less frequent.

the electrical characteristics of hydro plant are more
favourable from the viewpoint of lending strength to the
power system. There is an extent of flexibility available in
providing needed characteristics also.

Due to these reasons hydro electric plant provides a vital factor
for more stable, reliable operation of the system as a whole by
forming a stable supply source itself, by taking fluctuations of all
kinds, whether arising from system load or from forced outage of
units. This stabilization in itself is a factor for economy as among
other things it permits fuel burning plant to operate in the best way
that may be required for them. It is well known that hydro plant is
better suited for peaking duties and also more economical-peaking
should be treated in Indian context as implying taking up variations
ofloads generation that may occur through various causes and not
merely covering the top of the load curve.

There are some more, purely practical, reasons for which more
hydro should be implemented. These relate to ceiling on possibilities
of transportation and mining of coal, even if the cost factor of these
is to be left out of consideration. It has to be noted that each 1000
GWh of power sent out of a power station requires nearly 0·7 million
tonnes coal.

The need for hydro electric power

(i) Being a source of lower cost of generation, it contributes
to better financial position for the system and this is well established
by actual data for systems in this country. The economic advantages
of hydro schemes increase with passage of time and consequent
escalation of fuel cost.
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(ii) It also offers advantages in total investment costs of
generation through differential in regard to reserve requirements,
auxiliary power needs, longer life of plant, etc.

(iii) Hydro electric power gives the well known advantage in
respect of meeting fluctuations in load (or in generation) more
economically and more efficiently.

(iv) As a result, it helps in improving the stability and reliability
of the system and leads to better performance and economy of the
fuel burning plant. A very clear illustration of this is provided by
the practice of use of pumped storage plants over the world.

(v) Hydro electric generation eliminates the need for fuel
production and transportation to a corresponding extent. This is
going to be a very important factor in the near future in the country,
on account of technical, practical and financial limitations in
augmenting mining and transport facilities for coal.

As the availability of water depends on the natural phenomenon
. of rain, the maximum capacity of such plants is usually fixed on the

basis of minimum quantity of water available. In order to store the
water, usually stroage reservoirs are constructed, so that water can
be stored during the peak periods, which can be utili sed during the
off peak periods. Civil engineering work is also considerable in case
of hydro electric plants. There are two reasons for the extensive
development of this type of plant. One is, that, more and more
electric power is required for industrial, commercial and domestic
purposes. The other is the high cost of coal and its dwindling Oimited)
reserves.

11·2. Advantages and Disadvantages of Hydro Stations

Major advantages of hydro stations may be summed up as
follows:

1. The plant is highly reliable and its operation and
maintenance charges are very low.

2. It is quick starting and can be brought on load within few
minutes, and the load can be increased rapidly.

3. Hydro stations are able to respond to rapidly changing
loads without loss of efficiency.

4. The plant has no standby losses.

5. The efficiency of the plant does not change with age, whereas
there is considerable reduction in efficiency of thermal as well as
nuclear power plant with age.
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6. The plant and associated civil engineering structures have
a long life.

7. Less labour is required to operate the plant, much of the
plant is under automatic control.

8. In this case no nuisance of smoke, exhaust gases, soot etc.
exists.

9. It uses non-wasting natural source, i.e. water power.

10. Cost of land is not a problem, as the hydro stations are
situated away from the developed areas.

11. The cost of generation of energy varies with little with
the time.

12. The machines used in hydel plants are more robust and
generally run at low speeds (300 to 400 rpm) where the machines
used in thermal plants run at a speed of 3000 to 4000 r.p.m. Due to
low speed and temperature, there are no complications of special
alloys required for construction.

13. It can be made multipurpose so as to give additional
advantages of irrigation and flood control.

However the hydro electric power plant have the following
disadvantages.

1. Initial cost of the plant including the cost of dam is high.

2. Hydro-station has special requirement of site which usually
is an isolated area with difficult access.

3. Power generation by the hydro-plant is only dependent
on the quality of water available, which in turn depends on rain.
During the dry year, the power production may be curtailed or even
discontinued. This availability of power from such plants is not
much reliable.

4. The site of hydro relectric station is selected on the basis
of water availability at economical head. Such sites are usually
away from the load centres. The transmission of power from power
station to the load centre requires long transmission lines. This
substantially increases the capital expenditure and also there is
loss of power in such transmissions.

5. It takes long time for its construction as compared to
thermal plants.

Over and above, their wholly practical advantage is the fact
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that hydro electric energy is the most viable mode of renewable
energy available for utilization, as so good or even better in some
respects, as any other mode using consumable resources.

11.3. The Hydro-electric Plant

Introduction. Water is the cheapest source of power. The energy
of water utilized for hydro power generation may be kinetic or
potential. The kinetic energy of water is its energy in motion and is
a function of mass and velocity while the potential energy is a
function of the difference in level of water between two points, called
the head. In either case continuous availability of water is a basic
necessity. For this purpose water collected in natural lakes or
reservoirs at high altitudes may be utilized or water may be artificially
stored by constructing dams, across flowing streams. In order to
generate energy by this method economically, ample quantity of
water at sufficient potential (head) must be available. Moreover the
past history of the place of location of the plant must be known, in
order to estimate the minimum and maximum quantity of water
that can be made available for the purpose of power generation. The
potential energy is converted into mechanical energy. Hydraulic
turbines convert the potential energy of water into mechanical energy.
The mechanical energy developed by the turbine is used in running
the electric generator which is directly coupled to the shaft of the
turbine.

In storage type hydro projects which content huge quantity of
water collected during heavy rain period, is supplied during dry
period of year. Majority of the hydraulic power plants in the world
are of this type. The present hydro electric power plant can be used
as an independent power supply unit, but this needs the storage of
large amount of water. At the time oflow water flows, the plant will
supply the base load only, as the maximum capacity of the station
is based on the minimum flow of water, and hence it becomes
uneconomical. Therefore, the present trend is to use hydro electric
power plant with a steam plant as an interconnected system. This
may reduce the capital cost of hydro electric power plant as the size
of the reservoir is reduced in this case. Thus in interconnected

system, during low water flows, the hydro plant can be used as
peak load plant and base load should be supplied by steam power
plant. During period of high water flows the steam plant will supply
the peak load and hydro power will take the base load.

A simplified flow sheet of a hydro electric power station with
essential features is shown in Fig. 11·3·1. The main elements of
hydro electric power plant are:
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Fig. 11·3·1. Flow sheet ofhydro-c1eciric power plant.

1. Catchment area and water reservoir.

2. Dam and the intake.

3. Inlet water ways.

4. Power house and equipment.

5. The tail race.

1. Catchment area and water reservoir. The area behind
the dam, which collects rain water, drains into a stream or river, is
called catchment area. Water collected from catchment area is stored
in a reservoir, behind the dam. The purpose of the reservoir is to
store the water during rainy season and supply it during dry season.
Water surface in the storage reservoir is known as head race level
or simply head race. A reservoir can be either natural or artificial. A
natural reservoir is a lake in high mountains and an artificial reservoir
is made by constructing a dam across the river. Water held in upstream
reservoir is called storage whereas water behind the dam at the
plant is called pondalJe.

2. Dam and the Intake. A dam is a structure of masonry
earth and/or rock fill built across a river. It has two functions:

(a) to provide the head of water,
(b) to create storage or pondage,

Many times high dams are built only to provide the necessary
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head to the power plants. Concrete and masonry dams are quite
popular and are made as :

(i) solid gravity dam
(ii) the buttress dam

(iii) the arched dam

The topography of the site and the foundation considerations
mainly govern the type of the dam to be selected. A narrow deep
gorge is best bridged with a concrete or masonry dam whereas an
earth dam best suits a wide valley. The basic requirements of a
dam are economy and safety. The dam foundation must provide for
dam stability under different forces and supports its weight. The
foundation should be sufficiently impervious to prevent seepage of
water under the dam.

The intake house includes the head works, which are the
structure at the intake of conduits, tunnels or flumes. There are
booms screens or trash racks, sluices for by passing debries and
gates or valves for controlling the water flow. Ice and floating log
are prevented by booms, which divert them to a bypass chute. Trash
rack is made up of steel bars and is placed across the intake to
prevent the debries from going into the intake. Gates and valves
control the rate of water flow entering the intake. Gates discharge
excess water during flood duration. Gates are of the following
types;

Radial gates, sluice gates, wheeled gates, plain sliding gates,
crest gates, rolling or drum gates etc.

The various types of valves used are needle valve and butterfly
valves.

3. Inlet water ways. Inlet water ways are the passages
through which water is conveyed from the dam to the power house.
It includes canal, penstock (closed pipe) or tunnel, flume, foreway
and also surge tank.

Tunnel is made by cutting the mountains where canal or pipe
line can not be used due to topography. Tunneling provides a direct
and a short route for the water passages.

Penstocks. Water may be conveyed to turbines through open
conduits or closed pressure pipes called penstocks made ofreinforced
concrete or steel. It is desirable that the penstock should be slopping
towards the power house and its grade is adjusted as per the
topography. Penstocks usually are not covered and placed as exposed
pipes, which facilitates easy maintenance and repair. When there is
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danger from slides of snow, rock, earth etc. covered penstocks are
used. The thickness of the penstrok increases as working pressure
or head of the water increases. A large diameter of penstock gives
lesser friction loss. Long penstocks are manufactured in sections
together by welding or rivetting, the welded joints give less friction
loss.

Surge Tanks. These are additional storage spaces near the
power unit, usually provided in high head or medium head plants
when there is considerable distance between the water source and
the power unit, needs a long penstock. The surge tank furnishes;
space for holding water during load rejection by the turbine and for
furnishing additional water when the load on the turbine increases.
There is sudden increase of pressure in the penstock due to sudden
decrease in the rate of water flow to the turbine when the load on
the generator decreases, then due to action of governor, the gates
admitting water to the turbines are suddenly closed, this causes
sudden rise of pressure in the penstock above normal due to reduced
load on generator, which is known as water hammer. Surge tank
relieves water hammer pressures when the penstock under conditions
of sudden changes in condition of water flow. Thus, the surge tank
serves to regulate the flow of water through the conveyance system,
to relieve water hammer pressures, and to improve performance of
the machines by providing better speed regulation. Several designs
of surge tanks have been adopted in power stations, the important
considerations being the amount of water to be stored, the amount
of pressure to be relieved of, and the space available at the site of
construction.

Forebay. The water carried by the power canals is distributed
to various penstocks leading to the turbine, through the forebay,
also known as the head pond. Water is temporarily stored in the
forebay , in the event of a rejection of load by the turbine and there
is withdrawal from it when the load is increased. Thus, the forebay
also acts as a sort of regulating reservoir. This can be considered as
naturally provided surge tank as it does the work of surge tank.
The head pond or foreway is created at the end of the power canal
by widening it into the form of a small basin, which can store some
water for sadden demands of the turbine.

Spillways. These structures provide for discharge of the surplus
water from the storage reservoir into the river on the down stream
side of the dam. It includes the gate and control gearing. Spillway is
considered a safety device for a dam, which acts as a safely valve,
which has the capacity to discharge major floods without damage to
the dam. It keeps the reservoir level below the predetermined
maximum level.
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There are several designs of spillways, such as the simple
spillway, the side channel spillway, the siphon spillway etc. The
particular type selected for a construction depends upon topographical,
geological and hydrological conditions at the site. Maintenance cost
of spillways may also be an important consideration in selection of
the type.

4. Power House and Equipments. The power house is a
building in which the turbines, alternators and the auxiliary plant
are housed. Here conversion of energy of water to electrical energy
takes place. The power house consists of two main parts, a substructure
to support the hydraulic and electrical equipment and super structure
to house and protect these equipments. The superstructure mostly
is a building, housing an operating equipments. The generating
units and exciters are usually located on the ground floor. The turbines
are placed just below the floor level if they rotate on vertical axis.
These turbines which rotate on a horizontal axis are placed on the
ground floor along side the generator. Following are some of the
main equipments provided in a power house:

(i) Prime movers (turbines) coupled with generators.

(ii) Turbine governors.

(iii) Relief valve for penstock fittings.
(iv) Gate valves.

(v) Water circulating pumps.

(vi) Flow measuring devices.
(vii) Air ducts.

(viii) Transformers.

(ix) Reactors.

(x) Switch board equipment and instruments.
(xi) Oil circuit breakers.

(xii) Low tension and high tension bus bar.
(xiii) Cranes.

(xiv) Shops and offices.

The turbines which are in common use are Pelton turbine,
Francis turbine, Kaplan turbine and Propeller turbines.

5. T~il Race and Outlet Water Way.Tail race is a passage
for discharging the water leaving the turbine into the river and in
certain cases, the water from. the tail race can be pumped back into
the original reservoir. Water after doing work on turbine runner
passes through the draft tube to tail race. The water held in the tail
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race is called as tail race water level. The draft tube is a essential
part of reaction turbine installation. It is a diverging passage from
the point of runner exit down to the tail race. It is so shaped to
decelerate the flow with a minimum loss so that the remaining
kinetic energy of water coming out of the runner is efficiently
regained by converting into suction head, thereby increasing the
total pressure difference on the runner. Thus a draft tube has two
main functions:

(0 It permits the establishment of negative head below the
runner and so makes it possible to set the turbine above the tail
race level, where it is more easily accessible and yet does not cause
a sacrifice in head.

(ii) Its diverging passage converts a large portion of the velocity
energy rejected from the runner into useful pressure head, thereby
increasing the efficiency of the turbine.

11·4. Classification of Hydroelectric Power Plants

Hydroelectric plants may be classified according to :

1. Capacity of water flow regulation or hydraulic
characteristics.

2. Head under which they work.

3. The basis of operation load supplied.

4. Storage and pondage.
5. Plant capacity.

6. Location and topography.

7. Turbine characteristics, i.e. specific speed.

(1) Classification based on hydraulic characteristics

Based on their hydraulic characteristics or capacity fot water
flow regulation, the hydro power plants may be categorised as :

(i) Run of river plants,

(ii) Storage plant, and

(iii) Pumped storage plant.

(i) Run of river plants. As the name suggests, these plants
utilize the flow as it runs through the year, without any storage
add the benefit thereof. During the rainy season high water flow is
available and if the power plant is not able to use this large flow of
water some quantity of water is allowed to flow over dam spillways
as waste. On the other hand during dry season, the power produced
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by such plants will be less, due to low flow rates of water. Such
plants may be further sub-divided into:

(a) Run of river plants without pondage

(b) Run of river plants with pondage.

(a) Run of river plants without pondage. Such plants
have absolutely no pondage available and use the water only as it
comes in the stream. The dam constructed at the site may be for
some purpose other than of hydro power development. For example
it may bt required just to raise the water level for diverting it into
an irrigation. Channel on the bank of simply to maintain a certain
level for the navigation purpose, the development of hydro power
being incidental. The flow may be considerable, through the head
available is usually low and subject to the tail water conditions.
Occasionally, high head plants may also belong to this category,
like for example, a dam constructed for navigation or irrigation
purposes at the head of a water fall, creating practically no pondage.
Thus, the power house located at the toe of the fall will be a "high
head run-of-river plant." The well known Niagra Falls plant is a
good example of this type. The capacity of the run of river plant
without pondage is fixed corresponding to the minimum flow available
in the stream. Thus it is purely a base load plant with a high load
factor (90-100%).

In run of river plants, the dominant feature is that the normal
run or flow of the river is not materially disturbed due to the
construction of the plan,t. Such plants neither have a large reservoir
nor do they have a diversion of the water away from the main
channel. The power house is located along the main course of the
river.

Power
house

Fig. 11·4·1. Hun of river hydro plant.

Such plants are quite popular in Europe and all major rivers
have a series of such plants along their course. In India on the
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other hand, very few classical run-of-river plants are constructed.
The plants which come closet to be described as run-of-river plants
are Obra (U.P.), Jawahar Sagar (Rajasthan) etc. A reason for the
nonavailability ofrun of river plants in India is its typical monsoon
climate which brings about the construction of flow only in a few
months. European rivers, on the other hand have a more or less
uniformly distributed flow a requirement eminently suitable for this
category ofhydel plants.

The utility of these plants is veryless with other plants due to
nonuniformity of supply and lack of assurance for continuous constant
supply.

(b) Run of river plants with pondage. Pondage usually
refers to the collection of water behind a dam near the plant, and
increases the stream capacity for short periods, storage means
collection of water in reservoirs upstreams of the plant and this
increases the capacity of the stream over an extended period of
several months. Storage plants may work satisfactorily as base load
and peak load stations. Some run of river plants have pondage
facility available, which enables them to store water during off peak
period and use it during the peak hours of the same day or week.
Thus the plant has the flexibility to meet the hourly or daily
fluctuations. The plant discharge may thus be many times more (3
to 8 times) than the minimum stream flow. Pondage increases the
stream capacity for a short period, hours or week depending upon
the capacity of the pond. This plant can be used as base load or
peak load plants. Run-of-river plants are normally base load plants,
but with some pondage available they may be able to operate both
as peak load as well as base load plants, depending upon the flow
available in the river. When a lot of flow is available in the river,
they operate on the base of the 10ad curve. However with decreased
stream flow, they may feasibly operate on the peak of the load
curve.

(ii) Storage plants (Reservoir plants). As the name suggest,
in such plants, have reservoirs of fairly large size, which usually
provide sufficient storage to carryover from wet season to dry season
and some times even from one year to another. They can therefore
supply water at a constant rate which is substantiallY higher than
the minimum natural flow of the stream. The big dams, creating
large lakes, usually provide relatively high heads for these
power plants. The advantage of this plant is that the power
generated by the plant during dry season will not be aff~cted.
The storage takes care of fluctuations of the river supply or that of
the load.
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In valley dam plants, a dam is dominant feature, creating a
storage reservoir. Power house is located at the toe of the dam. No
diversion of water away from the river is involved. The storage
reservoir develops the necessary head for the power house. Water
flows through penstocks embedded in the dam to the power house
and joins the main ri ver course directly at the outlet of the power
house.

Mcximum
wcter level

Intake-
Power
house

Minimum
water
level

Fig. 11·4·2. Valley dam hydro power plant.

The vaHey dam plants are of medium to high heads. The artifidal
head created will depend in the height of the dam.

Main parts of a valley dam piant are mentioned below:

1. The dam with its accessories like spillways etc.

2. The intake with trashracks, stoplogs, gate and ancillaries.

3. The penstocks conveying water to the turbines with inlet
valves and anchorages.

4. The main power house with its components.

In India majority of hydro-electric plants are of this type.

Wi) Pumped Storage Plants. This type of plant in combination
with hydro-electric power plant is used for supplying. the sudden
peak load for short duration--a few hours in the year. These are
special type of power plants which work as ordinary conventional
hydropower stations for part of the time. The speciality of th,ese
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power plants lies in the fact that when such plants are not producing
power, they can be used as pumping stations which pump water
from the tail race siJe to the high level reservoir. At such times
these power stations utilise power available from elsewhere to run
the pumping units. The working of the power stations can be
distinguished as the generating phase when the turbines and
generators are producing electrical power and the pumping phase
when the pm"1ps and motors are in operation. During the generating
phase, therefore, water flows from the high level into the power
house and thence to the tailrace side ; in the pumping phase it is
vice versa.

Ta"1Irace

pond~ "

--- ------ -.. ,-,. -.- ---~ -- --. _. -.------------
~~,/,. ,....•.. -

Fig. 11·4·3. Pumped storage power plant.

This basic arrangement is schematically shown in Fig. 11·4·3.
The fundamental arrangement consists in having two pools, one at
a high level and the other at a low pool with the power house
occupying an intermediate station. The water passages are from the
higher level pool to the power house and then from the power house
to the lower pool, which carry water in either direction depending
upon the generating or the pumping phase. Figure shows the high
altitude reservoir, the penstocks, the power house (containing
reversible pump turbine and motor-generating units etc.) and the
tail water pond of a typical such scheme. The taiIwater may some
times be a perennial (lasting through the year) river, or a natural
lake. The capacity of the upper pond should be enough to meet
atleast four to six hours of peak demand at the available head.
Greater the available head, smaller the capacity of pond required
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for the given output. The pumps operate with the surplus power
from any other plant in the system. Often a run of river plant
where the water w'ould otherwise be wasted over the spillway. A
unique feature of the pumped storage plant is that the water flowing
from the upper pool to the lower and vice versa alternatively is not
consumed at all in the process except that lost in seepage and
evaporation, hence the replenishment of water is required only to
this extent.

Recently several successful pumped storage plants have
been installed with reversible pump turbines. A pumped
storage plant is esssentially a peak load plant and works at
a low load factor of say 20-25%, however, it increases the
load factor of other plants in the system and provides added
capacity to meet the peak loads. More important, however is the
fact that such a plant uses the low value, offpeak power (surplus
power) and converts it into the highly valuable peak power. The
pumped storage plant thus makes the whole system economical
efficient.

2. Classification Based on Head

Most popular and conventional classification happens to be the
one based on head.

Types of plant

(1) Low head plants

(2) Medium head plants

(3) High head plants

Head

less than 30 meters

30 to 100 meters

above 100 meters.

1. Low Head Plants. When the operating head is less than
30 meters, the plant is known as low head plant. These are also
known as canal power plants. These are of two types:

(i) run of river plants

(ii) diversion canal type

A low head (canal water power plant) type is shown in Fig.
11·4·4. It stores water by the construction of a dam across a river
and the power plant is installed near the base of the dam on the
down stream side. The tailrace of the turbines is joined to the river
on the down stream side. In this case no surge tank is re_quired, as
the power house is located near the dam itself and the dam is
designed to take the pressure created due to the back flow under
load conditions. This type of plant uses vertical shaft or kaplan
turbine.
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Fig. 11·4.4. Low head (canal type) power plant.

2. Medium head plants. The medium head plant is simil,ar
to the low head plant but works on a head of about 30 to 100 m.
This type of plant uses Francis, propeller or kaplan turbine as prime
mover. The forebay provided at the beginning of pen-stock serves as
water reservoir. The forebaydraws water frommain reservoir through
a canal or tunnel. Forebay also stores the rejected water when the
load on the turbine decreases. The Forebay itself works as a surge
tank in the plant. Such a layout is shown in Fig. 11·4·5.

l-------
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11/

Tail race 11/_____ I
- ~I
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~~~J'$J=-JI-- ------ -----

Fig, 11-4-5. Medium head plant.

3. High head plants. In the high head plants water is
stored at high elevations due to rain etc. and can usually last
throughout the year. Fig. 11·4·6 shows the elevation of a high
head plant. The main parts of such a plant are : (i) the dam,
(ii) the intake or head works, (iii) the pressure tunnel, (iv) the
surge tank, (v) the pen stock, (vi) the power house and (vii) the
tailrace.
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At one end of the reservoir are provided outlets for water leading
into forebays or surge tanks and from there to the turbines through
penstocks. Trashracks are fitted at the inlets of the pressure tunnels
to prevent the foreign matter from going into the tunnels. Since the
tunnel carries the total head corresponding to actual reservoir level,
the choice of the pressure tunnel should be given a very careful
consideration. A pressure tunnel can be replaced either by a canal

5.torag e

Valve house

Power house

Fig. 11·4·6. High head plant.

or pressure conducts. The surge tank is provided before the valve
house and after the tunnel from the head works. The butterfly
valves or the sluice type valves which are electrically driven, control
the water flow in the penstocks. These valves are there in valve
house. Gate valves are also there in the power house to control the
water flow through the turbines. The Francis turbine Cupto300 m)
and Pelton wheel are' the common prime movers used in high head
plants.

4. Classification according to the nature of load (or
basis of operation). Hydropower plants are classified as on the
basis of load supplied as

Ci) Base load plants and

(ii) Peak load pl~ts.

Base load plants. A plant supplying base load, which is more
or less constant, is known as the base load plant. Generating units
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work on almost constant load and their operating efficiency is usually
high. A steam or a diesel power station may share the peak load of
such plant. The examples of base load plants are run-off-river and
storage type power plant.

Peak load plants. If fluctuating peak loads are met. by the
plant, then it is called peak load plant. Run-off-river plartts with
pondage and pumped storage plants are necessarily peak load plants.
In pump storage plant as stated earlier during periods of reduced
load, extra power available is used in pumping water to a storage at
high level, which may be again used up, during peak load demands.
Generally speaking hydro power is quite suitable for peak load
durations, due to its quick starting and relatively easy frl peaking
up load.

5. Classification based on plant capacity

e"assification of the hydro power plants based on the capacity
is as follows:

(i) Micro hydel plant less than 5 MW
(ii) Medium capacity plants 5 to 100 MW

(iii) High capacity plants 100 to 1000 MW

(iv) Super plants above 1000 MW

Most of the public sector developments of water power in India,
are above 5 MW capacity, that is either medium capacity or high
capacity. India does not have any super plant.

6. Classification based on storage and pondage

Hydroplants can also be classified on the consideration of whether
they provide a storage reservoir or not. The storage reservoir is
provided by constructing a dam. Storage becomes necessary when
the flow is uneven over a year. Without storage, the plant uses only
the natural normal flow as best as it can. In such cases only a mini
reservoir or a pondage which takes care of day-to-day fluctuations
may be necessary. The construction of a dam is a major item of
capital expenditure and increases the initial investment of the project
greatly. At the same time, it usually implies a much more efficient
and controlled use of the available water.

7. Classification based on location and topography

(i) Low land

(ii) Hilley area

(iii) Mountaineous region.
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We can speak of hydro power plants located in hilly areas or in
plains. Normally plants in hilly areas are always associated with
dams whereas in plain areas may have only weirs for the main
structure. In plains, the rivers are normally wide with large flood
plains and may need ancillary river training works. Plants situated
for in the interior are away from main load centres and transmission
costs are relatively more for such projects.

Thus knowledge of about the location and topography of a plant
helps in appreciating these points.

8. Classification according to turbine characteristics i.e.
speed

(0 High specific speed

(ii) Medium spedfic speed

(iii) Low specific speed.

11·5.Hydro Steam Interconnected System

Hydro electric plants have been used as exclusive source of
power, but it WIll need large amount of water to be stored. At the
same time when there is low water flows, the hydro power will not
be able to meet maximum load. rrhe maximum capacity of the power
station is based on the minimum flow of water and this will not
prove to be economical. As a self contained and independent power
source, a hydro power plant is most effective with adequate storage
capacity otherwise the maximum load capacity of the station has to
be based on minimum now of steam and there is a great wastage of
water over the dam for greater part of the year. This increases cost
of installation per unit of capacity installed. The trend is towards
ruseof hydro-power with thermal stations in an interconnected system.
iByinterconnecting hydro power with steam, will result in reduction
in capital cost of hydro power plant as the size of the reservoir may
be reduced. In an interconnected system the base load is supplied
by hydro electric power when the maximum load demand is less
than the stream flow while steam supplies the peak load. When
steam flow is lower than the maximum power demand the hydro
plant supplies the peak load and steam plant the base load. The
greater the storage of water, the greater is the firm capacity of the
station. Thus, by adding storage, the station capacity can be increased
with the same installed capacity of the steam plant.

The interconnected system can be applied to pumped storage
plants as well. Pump turbine may receive power from steam plants
during off period, this cost of electrical energy being small, while
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the water thus stored is used during the peak load periods to generate
additional power at a low cost.

11·6. Selection of Site for Hydro-electric Power Plant

While selecting a suitable site, if a good system of natural
storage lakes at high altitudes and with large catchment areas can
be located, the plant will be comparatively economical. The essential
characteristics for a good site are large catchment area, steep gradient
to the area, high average rain fall and favourable sites for impounding
reservoir. For this purpose, the geological, geographical, and
meterological conditions of a site, need to be carefully investigated.
The most important factors which have to be considered in this
selection are:

1. Quantity of water available,

2. Storage of water,
3. Head of water which can be utilized,

4. Distance of power station site from power demand centres
or load centre,

5. Accessibility of the site.

1. Quantity of water available. It is estimated on the
'basis of measurements of stream flow over as long a period as
possible. Rain fall records taken at various locations in the catchment
area for many years also serve as source of information for availability
of water. The average water quantity available, maximum and
minimum quantity available, the duration and intensity of flood
will be known from hydrograph if the run-off data for sufficient long
period is available. For dependable assessment of water potential,
data recorded over a large number of years is desirable. Losses due
to evaporation and percolation should be estimated to find the net
volume of water available for power generation. These factors are
necessary to decide the capacity of hydro electric power plant, setting
up of peak load plant such as steam, diesel or gas turbine plant.
Such conditions may also fix the capacity of the stand-by plant.
The maximum or flood flows governs the size of the head-works and
dam to be built with adequate spillway. Requisite quantity of
water for the economic generation of power must be available at
the site selected.

2. Storagt:lof water. Storage of water is necessary for
maintaining its availability during all seasons of the year so that
operation of the plant can be ensured at all times. Rain fall is
usually varying from year to year and also during different months
of year, with the result that flow of water in rivers and streams as
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never uniform storage of water helps to smoothen out this non
uniformity of flow. A strong reservoir is usually constructed
for equahsing the flow of water so that any excess quantity of
water at a certain period of the year can be made available for
maintaining output during times of very low or no flow. The storage
capacity can be calculated with the help of mass curve or the
minimum quantity of available water for the available storage
capacity can also be calculated by mathemAtical approach to
find the relation between the dam height and storage capacity
which will give the ]east cost of construction. Maximum storage
should be provided consistent with economic expenditure. There
are two types of storage:

(i) Where it is intended to provide just sufficient storage
(taking losses into account) for one year only so that there is no
carryover water for the next season, this method of storage is
caned yearly used method.

(ii) Where it is intended to provide enough storage so as to be
useful even during the worst dry periods, this is called safe yield
"".:thad.

In the first method the reservoir is almost emptied by end of
each water year and fills up at the beginning of the year. In the
second method water within the calculated safe yield of the storage
is drawn off, the safe yield having been estimated from a study of
previous dry periods.

3. Sedimentation. The capacity of storage reservoir is reduced
due to gradual deposition of silt. Silt may also cause damage to
turbine blades. Silting from forest covered areas is negligible.
On the other hand the regions subject to violent storms and not
protected by vegetation contribute lot of silt to the run off. In some
cases this factor alone may render an otherwise suitable site
unsuitable.

4. Availability ofheadl of water. Geographical and geological
conditions of the area along with stream flow data may be used to
estimate the head of water. Head of water has considerable effect
on cost of a scheme and economy of power generation. Low falls on
unregulated streams are su.bject to vide variations which affect the
net head, and some times reduce it to an abnormally low value
resulting in reduced power generation. For a given power output an
increase in effective head reduces the quantity of water required to
be stored and to be passed through the turbine. In order to find out
the most effective and economical head, it is necessary to consider
all possible factors which may affect it.
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5. Water pollution. Polluted water may cause excessive
corrosion and damage to metallic structures. This may render the
operation of the plant unreliable and uneconomic. As such it is
necessary to see that the water is of good quality and will not cause
such troubles.

6. Distance from load centre. Most of time the electric
power generated in a hydro electric power plant has to be used at
some considerable distance from the site of plant. For this reason,
to be economical on the transmission of electric power, the routes
and the distances should be carefully considered since the cost of
erection or transmission lines and their maintenance will depend
upon the route selected. Usually hydro electric stations are
located at the site where the requisite quantity and head of water is
available.

7. Geological investigations. Geologicalinvestigations are
needed to see that the foundationrock for the dam and other structures
is firm, stable, impervious and strong enough to withstand water
thrust and other stresses. The area should also be free from
earthquakes.

8. Aecess to site. It is always a desirable factor to have a
good access to the site of the plant. The site selected should have
rail and road transportation facilities.

11·7. General Discussion on Hydel Station Components

Following elements make a complete hydro plant.

(a) Hydraulic structures, creating the head or storage or both
like dam, foreway, or bypass.

(b) Hydraulic structures regulating and distributing water
for various purposes like canal, flume, tunnel.

(c) Structures (3upplyingthe water to hydraulic turbines and
like penstocks surge tanks etc.

(d) Hydro units consisting of hydraulic turbines and
hydrogenerators converting hydraulie energy into electric one.

(e) System distributing electric energy like switchgears,
transformers etc.

Dams. In most of the high head and medium head hydro
electric projects, a darn across the river is an important. Very often
the cost of this single component may be as much as so to 25 per
cent of the total financial outlay of a hydroelectric project. The dam
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fulfills two fundamental functions namely; it (i) develops a reservoir
which has a capacity to storewater, and (ii) builds up head and
thus, potential for the river water.

Normally both functions are complimentary but a dam can
have a moderate head and large storage capacity or a high head
with small storage capacity.

Classification of Dams. Dams can be classified in various
ways. Thus, we can have different classifications based on their
(i) function (ii) share, (Ui) material of construction and (iv) hydraulic
and structural design.

en Classification based on function. Classification based
on function speaks of dams as storage dams, diversion dams or
detention dams.

Storage dams are mainly for storing water and using it
subsequently as and when required for various uses such as hydro
power, irrigation and water supply.

Diversion dams are constructed to raise the water level
and to divert the river flow in another direction. Such dams
may not have large storage capacities. When a river has an
adequate and assured flow, storage is unnecessary and only
diversion structure may be necessary. Detention dams are
constructed primarily to store flood water. A real detention
dam is to kept empty to receive the flood waters when the floods
are anticipated. In multipurpose reservoirs only a part of the
total capacity may be reserved as detention capacity for the
flood control.

Classification based on shape. They are of trapezoidal
section (section elevation) of gravity dams or arch dams (plan
form being arch shaped ; multiarches) etc. This classification is
however synonymous. With the classification based on structural
principles as shape to a large extent is designed to suit the structural
function.

Classification accordmg to constructional material or
structural materials. Various materials of construction have been
used for dams. Chief of these are--earth, rock pieces and fragments,
stone masonry, concrete and RCC. However even timber dams (made
of timber crib) or steel dams made of steel plates or inflatable dams
made of rubber and neoprene have been used occasionally. In the
initial stage masonry was used as a great deal, nowadays, it is
almost totally replaced by concrete.
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The steel timber or rubber dams are used for very small heights
and are a variety. The concrete claims plain as well as steel reinforced,
earthen and rockfill dams are the three most popular categories of
dams based on the material classifications. Hence dams may be
classified according to their structural material as

(A) Fill Dams (B) Masonry Dams.

The fill dams may be further subdivided as

(i) Earth fill dams (ii) Rockfill dams.

The masonry dams are further subdivided as per the shape
and size of the dam as (i) Gravity dams (ii) Buttress dams Wi) Arch
dams.

(a) Fill Dams. The fill dams may be earth fill or rock
fill dams (also called embankment dams). These dams need over
ten times the material that is required for concrete or masonry
dams are often quite long in span. However, the fill material
is usually available close to the dam site, and on the whole the
dam is less expensive than the concrete dam. It is well suited
for pervious conditions, but is subjected to erosion, has greater
seepage losses and requires a supplementary spillway 'of
sufficient capacity. These dams are commonly built with an
impervious core of earth of concrete or steel or wood speet
piling "and the line of saturation is well within the toe of the
dam. Overtopping of such a dam by water is very dangerous
and constitutes the principal cause of failure. Rock fill dam
has trapezoidal section and consists of loose rock of all sizes and
is best suited for mountaneous terrain where rock is easily
available. Proper setting of joints at the impervious core is
necessary to avoid leakage. In seismic areas this type is specially
adopted.

Earth Fill Dams. These are used for smaller capacity power
plants. They have become more popular in recent years owing to
the developments in soil mechanics and heavy earth moving
machinery. The earth dams are more economical for sites where
excavatiQn of the foundation soil is considerable. Earth dam is made
of clay silt and sand. It has a long base in comparison to its height.
A safe earth dam can be designed and built for almost any given
site and foundation condition by utilising wide range of earth material.
Earth dams are limited in height to a maximum of about 100 m
(Fig. 11·7·1.) These type of dams have the following merits and
demerits.
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Fig. 11·7·1. Earth fill dam.

Merits. 1. It can be built on all types of foundation.

2. It can be constructed quickly.

3. Usually less costlier than a masonry dam.

4. If protected from erosion, this type of dam is the most
permanent type of construction.

5. It fits best in natutal surroundings and becomes stronger
with age.

Demerits. (i) Greater seepage loss than other dams.

(ii) It fails suddenly without any warning and is subjected to
erosion and flood damage.

(iii) The earth dam is not suitable for a spillway, therefore, a
supplementary spillway is required.

(iv) It is not suitable in areas of heavy rain fall.

(v) It requires heavy maintenance.

(vi) It is limited in height.

Rock fill-Dam. The rock fill dam has the characteristics midway
between gravity dam and earth fill dam. This type is considered
economical when adequate quantity of good rock is easily available
near the dam site. It is used extensively in remote locations where
the cost of cement for a concrete dam would be high and where
suitable materials of earth dam are not available easily. The cross
section of a rock fill dam is shown in Fig. 11·7·2. It has following
t.hree basic parts:
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Fig. 11·7·2. Rock-filled dam.

(i) The loose rock fill.

(ii) An upstream dry rubble cushion of laid up stone bonding
into the dumped rock.

(iii) An upstream impervious membrane resting on the dry
rubble cushion.

The rock fill dam has high resistance to earthquake because of
its fle~ible character which permits considerable movement.

Rock fill dams are subjected to considerable settlement, which
may result in cracking the membrane. This is the greatest weakness
of rock fill dams, although in many instances leakage is controlled
by periodic repair of the membrane.

(b) Masonry Dam. The concrete and masonry dams are the
most common type of dams, particularly suited for big heights. They
also have greater stability and strength as compared to fill dams.
The important classes of three dams are:

(i) Solid gravity, (ii) Buttress and Ciii) Arch.

The solid gravity dam is bulky and derives its stability against
forces by virtue of its weight. If given a curvature across the span,
it is possible to reduce the bulkiness and so the cost of construction
materials. Such a dam can successfully work as a spillway for discharge
of surplus water. Dams must be able to pass the flood water to
avoid damage to them. This may be achieved by spillways, conduits
piercing the dam and the tunnels by passing the dam. 'The forces
working on the darn structure are water pressure on the upstream
face, force of backwater, uplift and silt pressure.
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(1) Solid gravity dams of concrete and masonry. The
gravity dams are constructed either in stone masonry or in concrete.
As mentioned earlier, the stone masonry dams were in vogue till
the turn of the century but have now been almost totally replaced
by concrete dams. The concrete dams can be built faster, with more
effective quality control then the masonry dams. The masonry dams,
being man oriented rather than machine oriented could be considered
only under two conditions.

(i) Where the large scale unemployment problem is existing.

(ii) Where concreting is difficult due to the non-availability of
either cement of the concreting plant.

There are two main situations under which the gravity dams
can not be considered feasible;

(i) When good rocky foundation strata are not available.

(ii) When the height of t.he dam is more than 250 meters
(approximately).

Tail water
Level

\.. .... '
Middle third

-p

Fig. 11·7·3. Cross-section of solid gravity type of masonry dam.

Fig. 11·7·3 shows the cross-section of a solid gravity dam. This
may be made of ashlar masonry, mortar rubble masonry, or concrete
with large stones embedded. The dam is solid through its length
except for joints in the structure to allow for expansion and contraction
with temperature. This type may be built as a nonover-flow dam or
as an over flow type called a spillway dam. The latter type has a
down stream apron as part of the dam. On this apron the kinetic
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energy of the water is partly changed to potential energy in the
tailwater characterized by the hydraulic jump as the water enters
the tail way.

In stable dams the resultant of an forces acting on the dam
will intersect at the base of some point within the middle third of
the base line. Then all points of the base exert downward pressure
on the foundation, the criterion of stability. Figure shows the
water pressure P and the weight of the dam W as the principal
forces acting on the dam, R the resultant of these two components,
intersects the base at the required middle third. Friction between
the dam and the foundation balances the component that causes
sliding.

The solid gravity dams rely on weight for the stability of the
dam. This weight is provided entirely by the concrete in the dam.
The hight of the dam is limited by the strength of the available
foundation. The high dams can be built on rock foundations than
the earth foundations. The highest dams in the world are gravity
dams.

Gravity dams are the simplest in design but they carry massive
volumes of materials so initial cost is very high.

(ii) Buttress dam. The buttress or hollow gravity dam is
usuany selected when the concrete costs are high. The dam shown
in Fig.ll·7·4 consists of a flat slab called deck supported by slopping

,I; •••

-- -- ---.---

Fig. 11·7·4. Buttress or hollow gravity type of
masonry dam with flat deck.
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buttresses at equal intervals. The deck has a water supporting
unstream flat face. Buttresses are generally triangular in shape
and are usually made of concrete. The water pressure on the sloping
deckis transmitted to the foundation through these buttresses which
act in the manner of columns. The weight of the water and the
angular direction of its pressure make up after the lighter weight of
this dam in assuring stability.

Advantages of this type of dam are:

(1) The buttress dams are much lighter in weight as compared
to the gravity dams.

(2) They also have no problem of foundation drainage or uplift,
as only part Qfthe area supports the buttresses.

(3) The foundation treatment also becomes easier. Although
the buttresses transmit concentrated load to their footings, overall
requirements of the foundation are not as stringent as in case of
gravity of arch dams.

(4) The dam is inherently stable against over turning and
sliding due to the vertical componentofwater pressure on the sloping
deck.

(5) If the need so arises, the height of the dam can he easily
raised subsequently.

(6) Less weight ofconcreteis required than for the solidgravity
dams.

(7) Power house and other associatedequipment can be housed
in the space between buttress thus saving in cost and space.

Disadvantages are:

(1) Though a buttress dam has a greater stability against
overturning, but is less resistant to sliding.

(2) Cost of extra reinforcement and framework, as also of
skilled workmanship, is much more.

• (iii) Arched dam. Arch dams are curved in plan, arching
between the two abutments of the valley, with the convex face on
the water side. This type of dam is suitable for sites with narrow
gorges and steep stops of solid rock which support the dam
against water pressure. The thrust of water is resisted to a large
degree by arch action alone (to some degree by cantilever action)
and hence entire section remains in a state of compression.
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[Refer Fig. 11·7·5 (a), (b). The arch dam has all forces acting
perpendicular to the surface so that they tend to compress the material
in the arch. Resisting forces at the feet of the arch balance the
compression forces. This dam proves suitable where the width is
narrow compared with the height. The sides of the channel must be
composed of rock capable of withstanding the thrust exerted by the
feet of the arch. The arch dam requires the least amount of material.
Since the weight of the dam is not called upon to withstand the
water pressure, the overall bulk of an arch dam is much less than
that of a gravity dam and, therefore, for high dams, there is substantial
saving in concrete.

Zl!!!
Radius to
water face
at crest

(a) (b)

Fig. 11·7·5. Arched type of masonry dam.

Applications of these dams are usually as non-over flow structures
and if over flow is necessary a separate spillway section may be
provided. An example of this type of dam is the Idikki dam on river
Periyar in Kerala. The construction of an arch dam costs less than
that of other types but its design is more difficult.

Classification of dams

Classification according to design. A classification perhaps
the most logical for engineers, is one based on the structural design.
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Thus, a gravity dam is one in which the retained water thrust is
resisted by gravity action. Arch dam is one where the thrust is
resisted by the arch action and the buttress dam resists the water
thrust with the help of buttresses, which support the water through
an inclined structural member such as a slab. Technically speaking,
earthen dams and rock fill dams also resist the water pressure by
gravity action, but at the same time, the structural behaviour of
these dams is, in many respects, unlike the gravity dams. The gravity
dam is of a bonded material and a check for the stability of the
sf2;ctionas a whole is adequate. On the other hand, the earthern or
rock fill dams consists of discrete unbonded particles and the action
of seepage through the body of the dam merits close scrutiny. The
dams are quite wide at the base and the stability of the total profile
against lateral water thrusts needs no check. Hence these dams are
normally classified under the category of embankment dams. They
are some times referred to as non-rigid dams, because of their greater
Hexibility and capacity to adjust to the post-construction settlements
ill the foundation strata.

Classificiltion based on hydraulic design. A slightly different
method of classifying the dams is based upon their hydraulic design.
Thus, non-over flow dams are dames on the top of which water is
not allowed to flow, while the dams over which water is allowed to
flow are termed as over flow dams. All embankment dams are non
over flow dams. Concrete gravity dams mayor may not be over flow
dams. Usually in such dams, a part of the length of the dam is
designed for over flow, while the rest is designed for non-over flow.
In such cases, the over flow sections are referred to as spillways.
Some dams, usually of small height (a few meters only) have their
practically total length designed for over flow. Such dams are called
as weirs. They are mainly for the diversion of water.

SPILLWAYS

A spillway acts as a safety valve for a dam. Spillways and
gates help in the p~ssage of flood water without any damage to the
dam. They keep the reservoir level below the predetermined maximum
level.

Whatever may be the type of dam, it is absolutely necessary to
provide a safe passage for the flood water down stream, so as to
avoid the danger of the dam being over topped. The part of the dam
which discharges the flood flow to the down stream side is called as
'spillway'. The spillway does not start dischaq;,ring tiH the water
reaches a predetermined level, called the Full R~serv()ir Level (FRI.).
The highest level upto which the water is allowed to rise in the
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reservoir even during high floods is called as Maximum Water Level
(MWL). The difference between MWL and FRL is called as the flood
lift. The reservoir level will never cross MWL, at this level the
discharging capacity of the spillway has to be such, that the over
flow over the spillway is at least equal to the instantaneous inflow.
The spillway is an important part of the dam complex and is located
either as a part of the main dam or separated at a suitable place
near the dam.

Types of Spillways

Depending upon the location of the site there are various types
of spillways which may be suitably provided under prevailing
circumstances. These can be listed as :

1. Over flow spillway

2. Chute or trough spillway

3. Side channel spillway

4. Shaft spillway

5. Siphon spillway'.

1. Over flow spillway (Ogee spillway). An over flow
spillway may have a control device, called a gate on the top of the
crest or it may be without any such control. For an ungated spillway,
the crest level forms the FRL and the height of the flood lift added
over the crest level (FRL) corresponds to MWL as shown in Fig.
11·7·6. However, when the spillway is gated, the gates provide an
addi tional storage up to their crests (top) during off-flood season.

MW L:o F.R.L .
Counter weight

(a) Ungated spillway (b) Gated spillway

Fig. 11·7·6. Over flow spillways.
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Thus, in such cases, the MWL coincides with the FRL, as shown in
Fig. 11·7·6 (b). This type of spillway is widely used on gravity arch
and buttress dams.

The overflow type of spillway is simple is design, low in cost
and suitable for concrete dams.

2. Chute or Trough spillway. The type of spillway is
provided through the abutments of the dam when it is not possible
to pass floods over the dam as in the case of earthern and rock fiU
dams. The discharging water flows into a steep sloped open channel
called chute. The channel is made of reinforced concrete slabs,
Fig. 11·7·7. The crest is usually wide and then the channel narrows
for economy. The end is then again flared or widened for reducing
the velocity.

•.. -------- - - - - - -- ---------
Smooth curvature

Fig. 11·7·7. Chute spillway.

This type of spillway is suitable for earth dams because it is
light.

The chute spillways are simple in design and construction and

are adoptable to almos: all foundation conditions.

3. Side channel spillways. In a narrow valley, where the
required crests length of the overflow spillway is not available, or, in
a less wide stream where it is advantageous to leave the control
portion of the stream for the power house, the side channel spillway
is convenient. In this type, the flow being carried over the crest passes
in a channel almost parallel to the crest as shown in Fig. 11·7·8. It
implies, therefore, that the side channel spillways are applicable to
narrow gorges. Another situation where side channel spillways can be
given serious consideration is in the case of embankment dams. The
design consideration~ require the side channels of sufficient capacity,
so as to able to carry the maximum flood discharge without submerging
the weir crest to an extended that the weir discharge capacity is
restricted~The side channels are mostly of trapezoidal section.
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Fig. 11·7·8. Side channel spillway.

This type of spillway is preferable in narrow canyons where
sufficient length is not available for overflow or chute spillway. Also
in the case of earth and rock fill dams where over flow type is not
allowed for the safety of dam, these types are mostly adopted.

4. Shaft spillway. The shaft spillway, also some times known
as 'morning glory' spillway has shape of vertical funnel with a vertical
shaft which connects an L-shaped horizontal outlet conduct, extending

Entry

Divers ion L.Tunnel
Tunnel

Fig. 11·7·9. Shalt spillway.
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through the dam or through the abutments conveying water past
the dam. In a shaft spillway, the water drops through the vertical
shaft and passes through a horizontal conduit passing through the
dam at the bottom which conveys the water to the downward site of
the dam. Fig. 11·7·9.

The shaft spillway is suitable for narrow gorges where other
types of spillways do not find adequate space. In earthen dams
where even a side channel or chute spillway is unsuitable for want
of space, a shaft spillway may be excavated through the foundation
or flanks of the river valley. The drawback of this spillway is the
hazard of clogging with debries. Therefore, trash racks, floating
booms and other protection debries should be used to prevent the
debries from entering the spillway inlet.

5. Siphon spillways. The principle of operation of a siphon
spillways is based on siphonic action. Such a spillway occupies less
space and regulates the reservoir level with narrow limits.With this
property, the siphon spillway also finds its use in canal foreway
where the surges created by the change in turbine loads are to be
equalised. Fig. 11·7·10.

Fig. 11·.7·10. Siphon spillway.

It will be observed that initially the reservoir level is upto the
crest of the spillway. A sheet of water starts travelling over the
crest, if there is rise in water level of the reservoir due to flood.
When all the air entrapped within the hood is drawn out and space
gets filled with water (called primary) siphon action starts and water
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starts flowing over the crest. This action would normally continue
to take place until the reservoir level comes down below the inlet or
mouth level. In such a case, allowing the reservoir level to fall to
the level of inlet would mean the loss of valuable storage. Therefore,
the usual· practice is to provide a device which will deprime the
siphon and break the siphonic action as soon as the water level
reaches full reservoir level. This is best achieved by providing a
small air vent at the crest of the siphon. The vent opens to atmosphere
a few centimeter above the FRL. As soon as water drops down to
FRL, the mouth of the vent gets exposed to air; the air rushes into
the siphon hood and siphonic action stops. On the other hand, as
the water level rises, the air vent goes out of operation due to its
open end being sealed by the water surface.

This spillway is used for smaller capacity and where space is
limited. The siphon spillways are designed for a capacity of 600 m3/
see, successfully.These types of spillway are only suitable for gravity
dams and they are never preferred for earth of rockfill dams.

GATES (INTAKE SYSTEMS) AND VALVES

Water is allowed to flow into penstock, canal or directly to the
turbine through the intake system. The controlofhead water elevation
and discharge through the dam may be effected in three principal
ways uiz.

1. Crest control

2. Crest gates

3. Sluice gates and valves.

The choice of the type selected depends upon the degree of
water control desired.

Crest control is the simplest way of limiting head water
and may be effected by flash boards, timber needles, stoplogs
or tilting or drum gates, but these devicE's are adaptable in
case of small dams only. The use of flash boards is limited to
heights of upto about 3 meters. Flash boards are wooden boards
placed in the series on the dam crest to raise pond level. Gates
may be constructed of wood, steel, cast iron or structural steel
etc., depending upon the head and the discharge capacity of the
hydro units.

Modern dams use (1) vertical lift gates, (2) traitor (radial)
gates, (3) wheeled gates, (a) roller gates, (b) drum or cylindrical
gates and (c) butterfly valves etc.
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\
1. Vertical lift gates (flat or sliding gate). These are

used for smaller dams. One of its type is a stoney gates which is
shown in Fig.' 11·7·11. The gate is lifted by means of hoisting
cables.

· " ~
· .•.. '.

• &> .' •
" .. ..' .~:',.' -:

'-Roller train: '"

I ~ •••

~Rolled
r. ~'steel gate.....
r I •.,.

• P-. •.•• I

"": : .... ~ ..,,. ..•..
.. ... . .

'. G'ote seat

Gate

Hoisting
cable~1

Rubber
water seal

Fig. 11·7,11. Stoney gate,

2. Traitor or radial gates. These are often used as
crest gates for spillways but may also be used as intake gates.
Fig. 11·7·12 shows the cross-section of a traitor gate. A steel
frame work supports the face of the frame work, the face being a
cylindrical segment so name is given as traitor or sector gate.
These gates are operated from hoists mounted on a bridge through
external water. Manual pOWBrmay be used for small gates while
electrical power is used for larger ones. When flat plain gates are
supported on self aligning roller bearing wheels they are called
wheeled gates.

The water pressure is transmitted to the pivots where the
friction causes some resistance to the gate movements, the
friction of the sealing strips at the sides being nominal. Thus
practically only the weight of the gate is to be negotiated by
the operating mechanism for operating the gate, while for
closing its weight itself is usually sufficient and no additional force
is required.
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Fig, 11·7·12. Traitor gate.

3. Rolling gates. Rolling gates consist of cylindrical drums
which span the piers and to which attached facings which act as
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Fig. 11·7·1:-1. Rolling Gate.
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water barrier (as shown in Fig. 11·7·13). The gate rolls on the rack
when force is applied by means of hoisting cables. The operation of
the gate is accomplished by rolling the cylindrical beam on inclined
tracks though toothed wheels attached at the ends.

4. Drum or cylindrical gates. This type is shown in
Fig. 11·7·14. It consists of a segment of a cylinder which can fit in

Hinge and seal

I<'ig.11·7·14. Drum gate.

the recess provided in the top of spillway. When water enters the
recess the gate is raised by water pressure upto the closed position.

5. Butterfly Valves (Interior gate valves). The gate valves
are closed to regulate the flow.For moderate heads butterfly valves
are preferred. For high head installations needle valves and tube
valves are used. These valves are generally placed at the down
stream end of sluices, discharge take place directly into the
atmosphere.

Sluices are opening for withdrawal of water, and are provided
with gates called sluice gates to control discharge.

Oper at ing rod

Fig. 11·7·15. Butterny valve.
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Butterfly valves are used not only as intake gates for penstocks
but also they' are often used before the turbine to facilitate their
inspection without dewatering the whole of the penstock line. A
Butterfly valve consists of a circular lens shaped disk, mounted
usually on a horizontal shaft in a flame, having diameter equal to
that of the penstock. Depending upon the sizes, they are operated
either manually or by a motor or by hydraulic contro1. Leakage is
minimized by proper sealing around the trunions and the periphery
of the disk.

Needle valve. It consists of three water filled chambers MN
and P as shown in Fig. 11·7·16. The hydraulic pressure can be

-

Fig. 11·7·16. Needle valve.

varied in these chambers to open and close the valve. When the
valve is to be opened, the pressure in the chamber P is increased
and pressure is released in chambers M and N, which are inter
connected. In this way the needle is forced to the left. The valve is
closed by forcing the needle to the right by increasing the pressure
in chambers M and N, while chamber P is exhausted to atmosphere.

HEAD WORKS

These are structures at the intake of conduits tunnels, and
flumes. Th~y have booms, trashracks, sluices for passing debris,
and gates or valves for controlling water flow. Booms divert ice and
floating logs from the intake. They consists of logs tied end to end
and form a floating chain that directs floating matter to a diversionary
by pass chute.

Trashracks f(~move floating or submerged debris directly at
the intake entrance. They are placed across the intake structure to
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keep out floating matter from going through the penstocks. The
racks take the form of a screen of parallel bars welded to cross
members and supported by beams. The spacing of bars varies from
1·5 to 15 em or more. Smaller spacing provided greater safety against
debris, but cause greater loss of water head. Gates control the rate
of water flow entering. Fig. 11·7·17 shows a typical low head intake
and Fig. 11·7·18 a high head intake.

Other high pressure or high head headworks use cylinder
gates, or rotary, spherical, butterfly, or needle valves for
water flow control. These gates are used not only at headworks
but also in penstocks and at the turbine inlets. They also
control discharge through sluices and conduits for flood-flow
bypasses.

CONDUITS. A headrace leads water 'from the headwork to
the turbine ; a tailrace leads water from the turbine outlet to
the down stream side of the plant. These may be open-type flumes
or canals or closed type tunnels, pipe lines, and penstocks.
Many plants use a combination of these water ways penstocks
handle high-head water and may be made of reinforced concrete,
wood staves, or steel plate. They may be buried or above
ground. Penstocks have accessories such as air vents surge tanks,
and pressure regulations to protect the penstock against sudden
pressure changes that might burst it or collapse it under sudden
load and flow changes.

Stop log
slot

High

Normal head

..::. -=~ -=-- _-L __-=-- ~ -=--

Silt
sl uice

,',_. ,~.

pier

Gate hoist

Trash rocks

~ .,~ ..--.~' .~~.; :::";-'~~::1

Fig. 11·7·17. Typical low pressure intake showing
headwords for a hydro plant.
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Fig. 11·7·18. Typical high pressure,intake headworks. Filler gate balances
water pressure for opening th~ gate: air vent prevents penstock vacuum.
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FLUMES. Flumes are used when it becomes difficult or expensive
to construct canals. A flume is an artificial water channel of wood,
metal concrete or masonry supported above the surface of ground.
It is commonly used for crossing a topographical depression or difficult
terrain. They are usually of rectangular or semi circular shape.
Sometimes flumes are directly supported on ground in which case
they are known as 'bench flumes'.

Fig. 11·7·19 shows a cross section of wooden flumes, which are
generally of rectangular cross section. A semi circular steel flume is
shown in Fig. 11·7·20. Fig. 11·7·21 shows the cross section of a
concrete flume on concrete piers. Reinforced concrete flumes have
longer life and their maintenance cost is also low, therefore, concrete
flumes are more popular. Whereas wooden flumes are of shorter life
and deteriorate rapidly.

T'lmber
flume

Fig. 11·7·19. Timber or wooden flumes.

Timber
Trestl e

Fig. 11·7·20. Steel flume.
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Concrete flume

Fig. 11·7·21. Concrete flume

TUNNELS. Many times it is cheaper to convey water by
tunnel through a hill to the power house than by canal or flume. In
many diversion type high head plants, tunnels form an important
engineering feature. Tunneling may also be needed for surface power
stations. Tunnels are generally used for pumped storage schemes
and in transbasin diversion schemes.

In hydro power engineering the tunnels lIFeusually rock tunnels.
Tunnels can be described on the basis of their functions. Thus the
tunnels may be water carrying tunnels or servi,ce tunnels, which are
dry tunnels. Head race or power tunnels are tunnels which carry
water to the power house. They are pressure tunnels. Tailrace tunnels
are the tunnels which carry away the water from the power house.
These tunnels are usually free-flow tunnels. In power house situated
III underground rock caverns, tailrace tunnels also may act as pressure
t.unnels, when the turbine setting is below tail water level. Diversion
tllnnels are constructed when the flow of river required to be diverted
away from the construction when the flow of river required to be
diverted away from the construction operation. The diversion tunnels
do not have very high water pressures, but the discharge capacity
has to be such, as to allow the floods to pass through.

The tunnels are generally of circular section or horse shoe
:;(~ction Fig. 11·7·22. Horse shoe section is generally preferred to
t.ake the advantage of arch section: A concrete or steel liner is necessary
I() prevent the collapse if the tunnel material is weak. The tunnels
carried through a rock are not lined but smoothed to improve the
hydraulic characteristics. Tunnels act as open channels when flowing
p:!rtially full and act as pressure conduits when flowing fully. The
:;lecllining is always necessary for the full running tunnels as they
ad as pressure conduits. The tunnels running partly full rteed not
h(~lined as they act as open channel.
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(a)

Reinforced concrete tunnel.
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(b)

Pressure tunnel unreinforced.

(e) Horse shoe Tunnel

Fig. 11·7·22. Type of tunnels.

FOREBAY. The water carried by the power canals is distributed
to various penstocks leading to the turbines through the forebay,
also known as the head pond. Water is temporarily stored in the
forebay in the event of a rejection ofload by the turbine and there is
withdrawal from it, when the load is increased. Thus, the forebay
also acts as a sort of regulating reservoir. The head pond is created
at the end of the power canal by widening it into the form of a small
basin, which can store some water for sudden demands of the turbine.
The forebay may also be created by the sudden erection of a small
dam across the natural channel. When the forebay is provided
separately through excavation or through embankments, the power
canal should join the head pond gradually through a transition.
With the erection of a small dam, the capacity of the forebay is
increased considerably. Whenever there is an excess water
a,ccumulation, it should be passed safely through some outlet or
s~i11way. The spillway is generally of Ogee type or siphon type.
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Following are the main parts of a typical forebay.

I. Entrance bay or basin
:2. Spillway

:\. Flushing device
·1. Screens

fl. Valve chamber or gate chamber
Ii. Conduit or penstock inlet.

PENSTOCKS. The pipe connecting the forebay or the surge
I illih Ilnd the scroll case of the turbine is generally called the penstock.
Whi'J'P power plants are placed adjacent to the dams, the penstock
1I111 y he entirely embedded in the dam itself, above the entrance to
II", power plant (Fig. 11·7·23). Penstocks usually run under high
1II,'''·lures. Valves are often installed just before the turbine entrance,
"'I t IllIt the turbine can be inspected without unwatering of the
10111';1 (Irk.

Ileservoir

\ - - --r·

Non-pressure
conduit

Intake for the
penstock

High pressure conduit
or penstock

Fig. 11·7·23. Conveyance system for a hydro station.

I,(,tlstocks are fabricated from a variety of materials depending
Iq"'11 tile functions that the penstocks have to serve. The main
I.,. I"I;; responsible for the choice of the materials are; the head to

\ 111,11 tile penstock is subjected, the topography of the terrain and
II" dIClchargeto be handled. Various materials employed are steel,
I' II i1 .. rced cement concrete, asbestos cement, wood staves, banded
Ill.," iltld cast steel. The grade may be varied as desired to suit the
11I1"'I:i'aphy.Sharp bends in the penstock should be avoided because
1111I' cause loss of head and require special anchorages. Anchor
loi,,,L are provided to prevent the movement of penstock due to
III1IIIIIIie forces at vertical or horizontal bends on slopes. These are
I •• 11'" "I ,. blocks. Generally penstocks are not covered beca use exposed
III I"':; llre cheaper and easily accessible for repairs and maintenance.
111" drawbacks of the exposed penstock support are:
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(i) direct exposure to weather effects, and

(ii) development oflongitudinal stresses on account of supports
and anchorages, thereby necessiating expansion joints.

Covered penstocks should be used where topography is such
that there is danger from. slides of snow, rock, earth etc. The buried
or embedded pipes are buried to a depth of about 1 to 2 meters.

SURGE TANKS. These are additional storage space near the
power unit, usually provided in high head or medium head plants
when there is a considerable distance between the water source and
the power unit, necessiating a long penstock. The surge tank furnishes
space for holding water dhring load rejection by the turbine, for and
furnishing additional water when load on the turbine increases. It
also relieves water hammer pressures within the penstock under
conditions of sudden changes in conditions of water flow. Thus, the
surge tank s~rves to regulate flow of water through the conveyance
system, to relieve water hammer pressures, and to improve
performance of the machines by providing better speed regulation.
If the power house is located within a short distance of the headworks,
surge tanks are not necessary. rEhus run of river plants and medium
head schemes where the power house is located at the toe of the
dam, no surge tank is needed. Similarly most of the power houses
with open canal conveyance, such as, canal diversion schemes, also
do not need surge tanks. More generally speaking surge tanks are
usually associated with high head development schemes. Where water
is taken to the power house through tunnels. A typical arrangement
is shown in Fig. 11·7·24.

Reservoir

Pressure
tunnel 'or
condui1

Power house

Tail race

Fig. 11·7·24. Arrangement of Surge Tank.

It is clear from figure that a surge tank is apparently a sizeable
water receptacle interposed between the power house and- high

, pressure penstocks on one side and low pressure tunnels and the
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reservoir on the other side. Their main function is to protect the low
pressure conduit system from high internal pressures. Whenever
there is an abrupt load rejection by the power system, the turbine
governors regulate the water entering into turbines in a matter of
some seconds, so as not to allow change in the frequency. The mass
of the water in the conveyance system, gets suddenly decelerated
and the process, gives rise to water hammer pressures. The object of
the surge tank is to intercept and dampen these high pressure
waves and not allow them in the low pressure system. Due to the
surge tank, the entire pressure conduits on the upstream side of
surge tanks can be designed as a low pressure system, while the
penstocks between the surge· tank and the power house will be
designed as conduits which can resist high water hammer pressures.
It, therefore, may be imagined to be kind of buffer that absorbs
shock pressures arising due to sudden changes in the discharge.
Thus the surge tank stores the water when the load on the turbine
decreases and supplies water when the load on the turbine increases.
In this way surg~ tank controls the pressure variations .resulting
from the rapid changes in water flow in penstock and thereby prevents
water hammer effect.

Besides the above, the surge tank also automatically serves a
secondary function, which may be called a storage function. Like an
accumulator, it can absorb the excess discharge from the reservoir
or provide extra water in emergency to turbines whenever needed.
This storage is needed when the turbine is switching over from one
steady state to another steady state. It may be recalled that a similar
function is served by forebays in canal diversion schemes. Thus,
when the load on the turbine decreases, the extra water starts
flowing into the surge tank, its level progressively rising. Reverse is
lhe case when the load on the power house increases.

ReservOI'r

Normal flow
gradient

----- ..

Acceleroting~/
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Conduit-

Decelerating
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"Frictionloss

JJ.t I
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-1
Fig. 11·7·25. Location of Surge tanle
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Fig. 11·7·26. Simple cylindrical surge tan1e

accelerating head in the conduit to effect the required velocity
adjustments therein. The simple surge tank is not so commonly
used these days on account of:

(i) they are much bigger in size and may prove ultimately
costly,

(ii) their hydraulic action is sluggish, The water level in such
tanks start falling or,rising rather slowly,

Though uneconomical due to large size, it is ideal for easy
I~overning because of the slow gradual changes in the head.

2. Restricted orifice or throttled surge tank. The simple
surge tanks and inadequate for medium and large head plants and,
therefore some modifications to improve the damping action and
Illinimise the cost are essential. Restricted orifice surge tanks are a
Illodification of a simple surge tanks. In such tanks, an orifice of
('ollsiderably smaller diameter than the surge tank diameter is
Illstalled between the surge tank and the conduit system as shown
III Fig. 11·7·27. The orifice introduce a throttling section involving

Restricted
orWee

Fig. 11·7·27. Hcstrictcd orifice surge tank.

IUII:,iderablyfrictional losses. This improves the stability and dampening
'1I1;dity of the surge tank oscillations. The purpose of the throWe (or
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restricted orifice) is to create an appreciable friction loss when the
water is flowing to or from the tank. When the load on the turbine
drops down, the surplus water enters the surge tank through the
restricted orifice and builds up quickly, a retarding head in the conduit.
The size of the orifice is adopted in such a way that for the fun
rejection of load by the turbine, the initial retarding head is of the
order of final rise of water level in the tank. Unlike the simple surge
tanks, the decelerating or accelerating head in the case is created, not
due to the ~ or full of water surface in the tank, but is actually
equal to the loss of head developed in the conduit by the orifice. The
tank may be made to act fast or slow by suitable varying the orifice
construction. A large size orifice with a negligible loss of head will,
bring the tank closer to the simple tank category, while a tank having
an infinitely' small orifice will not reduce the water hammer effect at
all. The orifice size is usually selected such that the loss of head for
complete load rejection is approximately equal to the ultimate rise of
water surface in the tank. A tank capable of adjusting the conduit
flow quickly, by developing the accelerating or decelerating head, will
require less volume of water to store or deliver and hence will be less
expensive. The disadvantages however, is that the quick changes in
the head make the governing difficult and expensive, besides allowing
more of hammer effect in the conduit upstream.

3. Differential Surge Tank. Differential surge tanks are much
more efficient than simple surge tanks. This type of surge tank is
similar to simple surge tank except that it has an additional internal
riser, which is smaller in diameter than the connection to the conduit.
At the base of this riser there is an annular opening (ports) which
communicates with the tank, as shown in Fig. 11·7·28. Thus the riser

In1ernal
riser

iT
~DD.:'-.•..E1' /b::r._~.

Ports

Outer tank

Chamber

Inflow/ outflow
ports

Fig. 11·7·28. Differential surge tank.

as well as the tank are directly .onnected with the conduit. At a
sudden closure or opening of the turbine gates, the water level first
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rises or falls in the internal riser, qliickly establishing the retarding
or accelerating heads respectively. Meanwhile the flow into or out of
the tank takes place through the annular ports, slowly raising or
lowering the water level in the tank, the accelerating or decelerating
head thus being developed independently of the storage. When the
load demand is higher water falls in the internal riser quickly, thus
creating a large accelerating head on the conduit in a short time.
Because of this larger area the level in the other surge tank falls
slowly and the water falls through the ports into the riser pipe. When
there is a load rejection water rises in the internal riser, creating a
decelerating head on the conduit as well as a differential head on the
port, as compared to surge tank level. This enables the water rejected
by the turbines to enter through the ports into the outer tank. In
differential surge tanks, the head building function is achieved through
the riser pipe, while the storage function is achieved through the
outer shaft or tank. Because of the separation of these two functions,
the sluggishness of behaviour witnessed in the simple surge tanks is
notably absent in the differential surge tanks.

This type of surge tank can be built smaller than a simple tank
for same resul ts and has the advantage of preventing increasing surges
under all conditions. Also in differential surge tank no water is spilled
over to waste.

, 4. Surge tanks of special design. (The expansion chamber
and gallery type surge tank). Besides the conventional cylindrical
surge tanks, various modified form of surge tank are also in use.
These may consist of surge shafts provided with additional storage
gal1eries-commonly known as expansion chambers-at the down surge
level and the up-surge leve1.These lower galleries and upper galleries
restrict the down surge and the up-surge effectively~The upper/gal1ery

Expansion ;
chamber

Low
surge level /

Conduit
Fig. 11·7·29. Surge shaft with lower and upper

expansion chambers.
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or expansion chamber absorbs the rising surges, while the lower (Fig.
11·7·29) gallery provides reserve storage of water on starting the
turbine or increasing the load on the turbine the upper expansion
chamber must be above the maximum reservoir level and lower gallery
must be below the lowest steady running level in the surge tank.

HYDRAULIC TURBINES

A hydraulic turbine is the primemover of a hydro power
. development. It is a machine which converts the.energy of water into
mechanical energy. It consists of a runner connected to a shaft, a
mechanism of controlling the quantity of water and the passages
leading to and from the runner. A turbine runner is a wheel having
vanes or buckets along its periphery. Water impinges on the vanes
and imparts its energy (while passing over them) to the wheel that
revolves. The rotational motion occurs as a result of impulse and/or
reaction.

Unlike gas and steam turbines in which the working fluid is a
gas or vapour hydraulic turbines are not heat engines. Consequently,
their efficiency is not determined by the operating temperatures. In
theory, all the energy removed from the water could be recovered as
rotational energy in a hydraulic turbine.

Euler's Equation of Hydraulic Machines. If u, V, Vr, Vw'

VI" lX, f3 and r denote the tangential velocity of the vane, absolute

Fig. 11·7·30. Inlet and outlet velocity triangles for hydraulic machines.
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velocity of water, relative velocity of water, the velocity of whirl
(tangential component of the absolute velocity of water), velocity of
flow (radial component of the absolute velocity), angle of the absolute
velocity with the tangent to the wheel, angle of the blade with the
tangent to the wheel and the radius, with the subscripts 1 and 2 at
the inlet and outlet of the blade respectively, (refer Fig. 11·7·30),
then the change of angular momentum per second or the torque in
the direction of motion,

...(11·7·1)

...(11·7 ·3)

...(11·7·4)

where w is the weight of water flowing over the vane per second.

where w is the angular velocity of vane in radian per second.

Now w x r = u

Hence work done per second = w (Vw1 u1 - Vwz uz) or theg
workdone per second per unit weight of water

g

From the energy supplied to the runner per unit weight of
water is the head on the turbine H.

the hydraulic efficiency of the turbine

Vw1 UI - Vwz Uz

7]hyd = g H

Types of hydraulic turbines:

Modern hydraulic turbines are basically divided into two main
classes:

(i) Impulse turbine, which work under atmospheric pressure,
the whole energy of the w'ater supplied to the wheel being in the
form of kinetic energy.

(ii) Reaction turbines, which work under pressure, much higher
than atmospheric. The energy of the water supplied is mostly in the
form of pressure energy, hence they must run full and must be
enclosed in a casing. The main types of turbines used in hydro
electric engineering practice today are:
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(i) The Pelton wheel or turbine patented by Pelton in 1889.
(Impulse)

(ii) Francis turbine patented by Francis in 1849 (Mainly
reaction)

(iii) Propeller and Kaplan turbines, patented by Kaplan 1913
(reaction)

(iu) Dariaz turbine patented by Dariaz in the year 1945
(reaction).

The four types of turbines differ from each other in many
respects although the basic pattern for each of them is the same.
Each turbine consists of a runner which is in turn has curved
blades or vanes arranged so that the water is allowed to flow over
these vanes. The vanes deflect the water towards outlet and in
doing so impart a torque to the whole runner which makes it
rotate about the shaft axis. The shape and geometry of the
runner and its vanes are different for different types of
turbines. The runner is encased in a casing which also housesI

the guide mechanism that guides water from the penstocks
over to the runner. This guide mechanism also would depend
upon the type of turbine. Excepting Pelton turbines, in all other
turbines, the casing performs hydraulic function and its design is
as important as that of the runner.

The water flowing the penstocks has always some pressure
head, besides a kinetic head. At the inlet to the turbine runner, this
pressure head can be completely converted into kinetic head in the
form of a jet of water issuing from one or more nozzles and hitting
the wheel vanes. In such a case, the free jet will be at atmospheric
pressure, before as well as after striking the vanes. The turbines
in which such a design is adopted are known as pressure less or
impulse turbine. Pelton wheel and Turgo-impulse wheel belong to
this category.

On the other hand, a turbine can also be made to rotate under
the action of water flowing under pressure through the runner.
In such turbines the penstocks, the inlet passage to the runner
passage between the runner vanes, all form a continuous
passage for the flow under a pressure which continuously
decreases from inlet to outlet. The turbine runner directly
converts both kinetic as well as the pressure energy into mechanical
energy. Such turbines are called reqction or pressure turbine.
Francis, Propeller and Kaplan as well as Deriaz turbines are pressure
turbines.
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Pelton wheel turbine. The most commonly used impulse
turbine is the Pelton wheel. The Pelton wheel turbine (Fig. 11·7·31)
consists of a wheel like runner (rotor) with spoon shaped
buckets around the circumference of the wheel. Water from
a high level is discharged through a stationary hozzle (or
nozzles) and emerges as a high spe'ed jet. The initial potential
(or gravitational) energy of the water is thus converted into
kinetic (or motion) energy of the jet ..The water jet is directed at
the buckets, and its impulse causes the runner to rotate about
its axis (or shaft). The buckets have a central ridge which
improves the operation by splitting the jet into t08 streams.
The speed of the turbine can be changed by varYli,g the size of
the water jet.

--- ~
-= = -=:"1: ....-

Nozzle Water

Fig. 11·7·31. Pelton wheel hydraulic turbine.

In the earlier Pelton wheel designs, the runner is vertical
and if rotates about a horizontal shaft as shown in figure. In
such designs only one or two jets can be accommodated. More
recently large Pelton wheel turbines have been developed
with a vertical shaft and horizontal runner. Four to six jets can
then be located around the circumference to increase the turbine
power.

The Pelton wheel turbine is preferred for use with high over
heads (i.e. large vertical distance between upper and lower water
levels). It is generally employed in hydro electric power plants where
the water head exceeds roughly 300 meters. For good efpciency the
relation between the jet and wheel diameters and the rigid connection
between the head on the turbine and its circumferential velocities,
must be maintained. For lower heads this results in large diameters
and the slower rpm, to produce a given power. With heads less than
1.50 meters the wheel becomes too slow and uneconomical to be
used ordinarily.
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,Francis Turbine. Reaction turbines are essentrally pressure
turbines, flowing completely full and under high pressure, hence
the runner must be fully enclosed in a strong casing. Reaction turbines
comprise mainly of the following:

(i) Flume or spiral casing which supplies water around the
runners and links it with the penstock.

(ii) Guide wheel, which controls the flow to the turbine and
distribute it axisymmetrically to the runner.

CiU) The runner itself, which converts the energy of water into
mechanical energy; and

(iu) The draft tube which disposes the water used by the runner
and regains the energy thrown away at exist by the runner, so as to
increase the turbine efficiency.

Francis type (mainly reaction) turbine is used for water heads
from about 30 to 300 m. The runner is horizontal, and it rotates
about a vertical shaft. Some 12 to 16 slightly curved vertical blades
(Fig. 11·7·32) are attached to the hub of the runner. The blades are

I<'ig.11·7·32. Francis type hydraulic turbine.

further apart at the circumference than at the hub, and so they
serve as rotating nozzles. Water enters the turbine in a radial
(inward) direction through an arrangement of movable wicket gates
that control the water supply and act as stationary nozzles. The
water flows between the runner blades initially in a radial direction
and is then discharged downward (axial direction), this is referred
to as mixed flow. Some more details of a reaction turbine are shown
in Fig. 11·7·33.
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Runner
shaft

Tail race

Fig. 11·7·33. A reaction turbine.
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Propeller and Kaplan Turbines (Axial flow turbines)

The propeller runner may be considerell as a development of
Francis type in which the number of blades 1S greatly reduced and
the lower band omitted. It is an axial flow turbine with 3 to 6 fixed
blades. The kaplan turbine is also a propeller type but have movable
blades instead of fixed one. This type have a very high speed runner
specially suited for low head developments. The flow even at the
entrance to the blades is purely axial and continues to be so over
the blades. The discharge being relatively large, the passage way
must be spacious, with only a few blades. (Fig. 11·7·34). Since the
fixed blade propeller turbine giyes very po~r efficiencies at part
loads, Kaplan turbine with adjustable blades is now commonly used
for low head developments, generally less than 30 m. Professor
Victor Kaplan of Czechoslavakia developed this turbine in which
the blades are pi voted at the hub and the angle is changed
automatically to suit the operating conditions.

W'lcl<et
gate

-To taitr.ace

l<'ig. 11·7·34. ~aplan type hydraulic turbine.
I
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Propeller or Kaplan turbines, designed at speed ratios as
high as 3·0 or more (specific speed 400 to 1500) operate at very
high velocities. If these be used for high heads, velocities through
the passages may be too high, inevitably causing losses, separation
and cavitation, resulting in damage to the machine and loss of
efficiency. These conditions dictate the limit for the maximum
permissible head, under which they could work. Apart from
this, the high velocities at runner exit permit-very low suction
headl sometimes necesstating the turbine to be set below the tailrace
level, which is very expensive, specially with the vertical settings of
turbines.

The capital and maint.enance cost of Kaplan turbine is much
higher than fixed blade propeller type unit operated at point of
maximum efficiency.

Bulb or Tubular Turbines

Bulb turbines are very high sl\eed axial flow runners with
adjustable blades, are used fot very low heads (3 to 10 m). To minimise
the energy losses the passages are made straight; eliminating the
spiral casing and using conical horizontal draft tube. The unit looks
like a propeller located inside a horizontal tube, hence the name
tubular turbine. In the bulb turbine, the generator is enclosed in a
water fight housing (or bulb like casing), to protect it from water,
this is why it is also known as Bulb turbine. The generator is supported
centrally within .a horizontal water channel. The turbine located at
the downstream end, is connected to the generator by way of a
sealed shaft. Water flows in the axial direction around the bulb and
through guides vanes and wicket gates to the turbine runner with
propellGr type blades (Refer Fig. 11·7·35 and 11·7·36).

Wicket go1e

Runner
blade

Fig. 11·7·35. Tube turbine.

Gene rotor

/;

Toi! race
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Generator

Fig. 11-7·36. Bulb turbine.
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11·8. Estimation of Power Available

The principal factors involving in capacity calculations are:
quantity of water and available head. Available gross' head at a
power development is the difference of elevation between the head
water and tail water of the plant. The gross head is not always
constant. It usually decreases wit\1 ~he increased discharge. The
rise in the head water level during high discharge (floods) is very
small compared to that in the river downstream. Moreover, the
head water level can be kept fairly constant by gate regulation.
Considerable change in the head, decreases not only the power but
also the efficiency, of the turbines. The entire head is not effective
in producing power as a part of it is lost during passage of water
from the reservoir to the turbine runner. The losses are: loss in the
penstocks and conduits, loss in the entry to scroll, and loss in the
tailrace. The difference of gross head and the sum of all losses gives
the net or effective head. All these losses should be kept within 2 to
5% of the gross head. Mathematically:

Net available head = Gross head-All losses between the storage
and the wheel.

The net available head and the friction loss can be represented
through the hydraulic gradients for the complete schemes of the
developments. Starting from the forebay down to the tailrace, the
friction losses are presented by the vertical distances below the
head water elevation. The lost head between the forebay and different
points along the path of the water is plotted with head water elevation
as a reference. This gives th~ energy gradient. Another curve
(Fig. 11·8·1) below the energy gradient showing the velocity head at
each point gives the hydraulic gradient. This is vertical distance
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Hydraulic
gra-dient E

/ nergyl- ~ ~_ gradient

Fig. 11·8·1. Hydraulic and energy gradient in a water power station.

below head water elevation equal to total loss of head due to friction
between the fore bay and that point, and due to the velocity head at
that point. Such a representation gives an easy way of finding the
net head available for power production.

The power (i.e. energy per unit time) that can be obtained from
net available head and the mass flow rate of the water. Suppose
that water head (gross) at a particular location is He and the flow
rate at a given instant is Q ; then the theoretical amount of power P
available at that time is given by

P = Q.p. (He - hr) 1'/0 ••• (11·8·1)

where Q is the volume of water flowing through the plant
p is the unit weight of water i.e., density

H; is the gross head

hr is the head lost in the system above, between the
entrance to the scroll and below draft tube exit, and

TJo is the plant efficiency, expressed as a fraction.

In MKS unit, Q is expressed in cum/see, p in kg/cum; and He
and krin metres, then horse power developed

p = Q.p (Hg-- kl)

In SI unit, power in kilowatt

p = Q.p (Hg - hi-) x 170 x 0·736

...(11·8·2)

...(11·8·3)
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Using p = 1000 kg/cum. for water, then

Phorse power = 13·3 Q (H,- h,)rl0 ...(11·8·4) .

and POcilowatt deueloped) = 9·81 x Q (H,- hf) 110 ••• (11·8·5)

If turbine efficiency is 90% and generator efficiency is 95%, the

overall efficiency 110 = 11, X 11, = 0·90 x 0·95 = 0·855, then power
developed

P horse power = 13·3 Q (H, - h,) x 0·855

= 11·3 Q (Hg - h,) •..(11.816).

and Pkw = 9·81 x Q x (H,- h,) x 0·855

= 8·33 Q (H, - h,) ...(11·8~7)

Exam pIe 11·8·1. A hydro electric station is to be designed for a
catchment area of zoo sq. km. run off of 70% and the average rainfall
of 130 em. per annum. The head available is 380 m. What power can
be developed if the overall efficiency of the plant is 80%?

Solution. Total quantity of water available for power generation

= 0·70 x 100 x 106 x 1·30

= 91 x 106 m3/yr.

_ 100 sq. km (106 sq. m.) x }30 x 0·70
- 365 x 24 (= 8760) x 3600

Hence quantity of water available

= 2·886 cum/sec.

Available head = 380 m.

We know that power P developed

= o.pH 110 x 0.736 kW

where

In this case

Q = discharge in m3/sec

p = density of water ( = 1000 kg/m3).

110 = overall efficiency

H = net head available in metres

Q = 2·880 cum/sec, H = 380 m, Tlo= 0·80
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Hence
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2·886 x 380 x 1000 x 0·80 x 0.735 kWPkw = --

= 8597 kW

= 8·597 MW Ans.

11·9. Performance of Water Turbines (Unit quantities and
specific speed)

Performance of water turbines means working of the turbine
under different loading conditions. Due to fluctuations in load, it is
difficult to run turbines at constant speed. The flow or discharge is
to be regulated to accommodate varying loads. For a particular
turbine, following are the important parameters. (i) Discharge
(ii) Head (iii) Efficiency (iv) speed (v) power.

The behaviour of these quantities with respect to one another
is studied under unit quantities like unit power, unit speed and
unit discharge.

The turbine characteristics like unit power, unit speed and
unit discharge help in studying the performance of turbines.

Unit speed, unit discharge and unit power are known as turbine
constants and are first calculated from the results of the tests.

(i) The tangential velocity of the wheel corresponding to its
diameter D may be expressed in terms of the effective head H on

the machine. Tangential Velocity is a function of.[ll ,
i.e.

But u = ~!:'where D and N are the diameter and the r.p.m.
of the runner respectively.

u 0< DN

or No< .[llD
N = Nt.[ll

-D-

where Nt is the machine constant known as unit speed .

or ...(11·9·1)
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Unit Speed ofa turbine is, therefore, defined as the speed of
one metre diameter runner working under one meter head.

(ii) The turbine discharge is a function of the area and the
velocity of flow.

where QI is the machine constant known as unit discharge.

..,(11·9·2)Q
QI = D2..[H

Again if D and H am (unity) then

Q=QI

Unit discharge of a turbine is, therefore, defined as the'
discharge from one metre diameter runner, working under one metre
of head.

(iii) Power of a turbine is a function of head and discharge:

poc QH

oc D2 ..j H.H

oc D2H3/2

=PID2H3/2

where PI is the machine constant, known as unit power

...(11·9·3)or PP --
I - D2 H3/2

PI = P when the diameter and the head are unity.

Unit power of a turbine is, therefore, defined as the power
delivered by a turbine of one meter diameter, working under one
meter of head.

Equations (11·9·1), ( (11·9·2) and (11.9·3)an~ independent of
each other and can be used to determine the size of a turbine, for a
given speed and power if the turbine constants are known.

Specific Speed. By combining the above equation, a single
equation may be obtained taking into account both speed and 'power
as given below:

From equation (11.9.1), D2 = NfH
N2
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Putting this in equation (11·9·3)

PN2
PI = -1\.-r2-I
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rn N.JPNl'VPl = H5/4

which is known as specific speed and denoted by Ns'

...(11·9·4)

Now Ns = N, when P and H are unity.

Specific Speed of a turbine is, therefore, define as the speed of
a (hypothetical) wheel of the homologous aeries when delivering one
horse power under one metre of head. Specific speed is independent
of the shape or size of the wheel. All geometrically similar (homologous)
turbines, working under the same values of speed ratio ~ and flow
ratio 1fJ, and hence having the same efficiency will have the same
specific speed.

Utility of specific speed

(i) It helps in selecting the type of turbine, to be used for a
particular power station ..

(ii) If speed is known, performance of the turbine can be
visualised.

(iii) Normal running speed can be determined, if specific speed
is known.

11·10. Cavitation in Water Turbines

pavitation is a phenomenon that occurs at the solid boundaries
ofliquid streams, when negative pressure reaches the vapour pressure
of the liquid at the prevailing temperature. The formation of water
vapour and air bubbles on the water surface due to the reduction of
pressure is known as cavitation. At this point the boiling starts and
the bubbles form. Cavitation occurs at discharge end of blades (or
buckets) inside surfaces of shroud bend, throat or liner and upper
part of the draft tube. Erosion upto 5 em on blades in less than 2
years of operation has been observed in some cases. Apart from
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where

specific speed, several other factors affect occurrence of cavitation.
These include level of turbine blades with respect to level of tail
water, speed of runner, shape of the runner blades and their finish,
head and gate opening and fluctuations in tail water leVel. In pressure
turbines the extreme negative pressure occurs on the suction side of
the blade near the exit end. These vapour bubbles generated in the
lowest pressure zone are carried away with the liquid to the higher
pressure zones, where they suddenly collapse. The forces exerted by
the liquid rushing into the cavities create very high localised pressure
intensities that cause 'pitting' of the solid surfaces. The very rapid
successive formation and collapse of the bubbles;. with the
accompanying intense impacts of water cause also the local
temperature rise at the metal surface (upto about 300°C) and thus
the electro chemical corrosion sets in. This combined with the fatique
caused by the high frequency hammer blows of the collapsing bubbles,
eats away the weaker crystals of the surface first, and the loosed
material is then washed away by the high speed steam, thus exposing
the new surface for more damage and further deterioration. These
bubbles collapsing in the deeper cavities, blast like the dynamites
in rockholes, thus intensifying the process. All the turbomachinery
and many hydraulic structures are subject to cavitation. Curves
vanes are particularly susceptible to cavitation on their suction side
near the trailing edge.

Methods to Reduce Cavitation

1. Installation of Turbine below tailrace level. The most
effective way ofreducing cavitation is to set the runner comparatively ,
low with reference to the tail water elevation so that a high value of
cavitation factor (0) is obtained. This factor is given by:

(hb - hs - hu)
0= h

hb = Barometric pressure head at elevation of the runner
above mean sea level.

hs = Distance between minimum tail water level and
underside of runner blades (where diameter is
minimum).

hv = Vapour pressure at discharge site of runner blades
at point of minimum pressure and at highest expected
temperature, and

h = Total design head.

The higher value of 0 gives lesser possibility of cavitation by
building up a higher back pressure on discharge side of the runner., I
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2. Optimum dimensions of the runner. The runner can
be designed to fulfill the condition of minimum cavitation. The best
dimensions (shape, size, angle etc.) can be found out by conducting
experiments. Reduced discharge velocities of the runner as a result
of incr~asing runner size reduce tendency to cavitation. However, if
the' discharge is considerably reduced by reducing the discharge
velocity chances of cavitation may increase. Blade design also affects
cavitation tendency.

3. Use of material. The cavitation effect can be minimised
by selecting proper materials, which can resist better the cavitation
effect. The stainless steel or alloy steel or cast steel is the better
choice than cast iron. The pitting effect of cavitation can be repaired
economically by simple welding on cast steel. The welded parts
have more resistance to cavitation.

4. Polishing surfaces. Sharp or sudden changes in flow
and lack of s'lOothness in finish contributing to increased cavitation.
The surf ce' He polished or coated, as cavitation effect is minimized.
Cast steels :.:unners and blades are coated with stainless steel.

5. Selection of specific speed. The cavitation effect
can be reduced by selecting proper specific speed for the given
head.

6. Selection of other proper parameters. High head,
high speed operation, lowering of tail water level, and operating
at gate openings other than best openings also contribute to
gteate.r cavitation. Therefore, to reduce cavitation effect, the optimum
value of speed, level of tailwater, and best opening of gate are to be
selected.

11·11. Draft Tube

It is an extension of the wheel passage from the point of runner
exit, down to the tailrace. In a Pelton wheel (impulse) turbine, the
water is discharged at atmospheric pressure into an open space
above the tailrace (i.e. the channel through which th~ water flows
from the turbine to the surroundings). If this mode of discharge
were used in a reaction turbine, useful power would be lost because
of the kinetic energy (or velocity) remaining in the water. This loss
'is largely eliminated by discharging the water into a draft tube
below the turbine. The draft tube provides continuous column of
water through the turbine to the tailrace. The turbirne runner
can then be located aoove the tailrace (for safety) and permit full
use bf the available water head. Thus a draft tube has two main
func'tions:
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(i) It permits the establishment of negative head below the
runner and so makes it possible to set the turbine above the tailrace
level where it is more easily accessible and yet does not cauSe a
sacrifice in head.

(ii) Its diverging passage converts a large portion of the velocity
energy rejected from the runner into useful pressure head, thereby
increasing the efficiency of the turbine.

The following types of draft tubes are used in modern installation:

(i) Conical draft tube

(ii) Elbow type tube

(iii) Hydro cone type tube.

(1) Conical Dr:aft Tube. The conical type as shown in Fig.
11·11·1, which consists of straight tube with a maximum cone angle
of 8°. The greatest angle is less efficient. This is also known as
tapered draft tube. This type of draft tube is preferred for low specific

" .
. -
. :.:. ~":.'" ;-: ~"':"":.~:'.:'..-.' ... '

:\~.",

'.;'.:,.2·5 to 3·50.1,

\

(a) Conical draft tube.

'''' 0 1

2 to 2·50

(c) Hydraconc drafllube.

(b) Elbow draft tube.

o

(d) Moody draft tube with low cone.
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Tail Water

(e) Spreading draft tube.

l"ig. 11·11·1. Different types of draft tubes.

speed and vertical shaft Francis turbine. A draft tube should be
designed such that a uniform decrease in velocity towards the exit
of it, is obtained.

2. Elbow Type Draft Tube. Where setting of vertical draft
tube especially in the rock becomes difficult and excavation cost is
excessive, the elbow type draft tube is often preferred. This gives
advantage in reduction of excessive excavation cost. Its length is
generally 2·5 to 3·7 times the throat or runner discharge diameter
(11·11·1 b). It is usually made of concrete with steel plate lining in
upper portion where pressures are negative. If the tube is large in
diameter, it may be necessary to make the horizontal portion of
some other section than circular in order that the vertical dimension
may not be too great. A common form of section used in rectangle or
oval.

3. Hydracone draft tube (Moody draft tube). Fig. 11·11·1
(c) shows the different arrangements in a hydracone draft tube.
The whirl component of the water is large when the turbine
works at part load conditions and turbine runs at high speed
under low head conditions. The vertex formed tends to form
eddies and whirls in the curved portion of the draft tube,
which results losses. The central cone arrangement in draft
tube reduces the whirling caused by high speed runner under
low head, and thus the efficiency of the draft tube is increased
upto 85%.

11·12. Selection of Hydraulic Turbines

Different types of turbines have their own specific characteristics
and are, therefore, specially suited for specific conditions of Head,
Power and Speed. These variables are incorporated in the expression
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or specific speed, i.e. Ns = ~f!:.The specific speed thus determines
the type of a turbine and is sometimes referred to as the 'type
characteristics' of a turbine. The various factors to be considered
while selecting a turbine are as follows:

1. Working head, 2. Speed and specific speed, 3. Power output
and efficiency, 4. Nature of load, 5. Type and quantity of water
available, 6. Cavitation, 7. Number of units and overall cost.

The water turbines are selected on the basis of design head
and specific speed. Selection of right specific speed is a matter of
experience, where head is relatively low and output is large, higher
specific speed is desirable. Higher specific speeds gives higher runner
speed which results in small size of machine, but greater cavitation
factor. Smaller machine dimensions results in economy in space.
Also, greater rotational speed necessitates heavier mechanical design,
due to centrifugal force and use of expensive construction material.
Efficiency is maximum at the rated load and part load operation is
costly.

1. Working Head. For low heads propeller or Kaplan turbines
are used. Kaplan turbines for low heads of 60 m or less are used.
These may be used under variable head and load conditions. Whereas
propeller turbines are used for very low heads of 15 m or less, and
they work satisfactorily when the head remains constant. For medium
head of between 60 m and 150 m, Francis turbines with low specific
speed are generally used. For heads of 150 m to 350 m, again Francis
turbines are used and for very high heads of 350 m or above Pelton
turbines are used. Pelton turbines are simple and robust, their control
is easy and maintenance charges are low. Part load operation is
also an important consideration in turbine selection.

2. Speed and Specific Speed. In the expression of specific
speed Ns' among the above mentioned variable (i.e. Head, power
and speed), head is definitely known for a given scheme. However,
the V:1rious conditions of power and speed may result in different
values of Ns at0 the consequent choices of different types of turbines
for a given power and head, different specific speeds may be obtained
by choosing different values of r.p.m. or if the speed is also fixed,
the given total power can be developed by one, two or more units,
resulting again in different specific speeds. If both the power and
the speed of a unit are varied, then the choice will still be wider.

Practically, however, the speed. has to be kept within certain
limits imposed by the dimensions stresses allowed, synchronous speed
of a generator is given by
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N.yn = 60rp
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where r = frequency

and p = number of pair of poles used.

Also the power per unit is fixed by the suitable number of
units adopted for a scheme. Yet there is a still a considerable latitude
in the choice of a turbine as the head and specific speed ranges for
different tYPASof turbines overlap each other, as shown in table
below:

Range of NsRange ofMaximum
Type of turbine

r.p.m.Headefficiency
(m)

(%)

Pelton
1Nozzle

12-30upto 2qOO89
2Nozzles

17-50upto 150089
4 Nozzles

24-70upto 50089

Francis
High head

80-150upto 50093
Medium head

150-25050 to 15093
Low head

250-40030 to 60

Propeller and
Kaplan

340-100010 to 6093
Bulb

1000-12003 to 1091

Various other factors must, therefore, be considered before the
final selection is made. The process of selection normally follows as
given below.

1. First broad indication for the type of turbine to be used is
given by the head available, which is certainly the most important
factor governing the selection.

2. Second most important criterion is the specific speed
which determines the type of the turbine to be used. However,
this still leaves considerable latitude in the fi'nal selection as
explained.

3. Efficiency

Next important deciding factor is the efficiency of the unit.
This is further subdivided into:
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(i) Maximum efficiency,
(ii) Part load efficiency,

(iii) Efficiency under variable load.

Maximum efficiency varies with the type of turbine, and in a
particular type it varies with the specific speed as shown in
Fig. 11·12·1 (a). In general the higher the specific speed for a given
head and horse power the smaller the size of the turbine and th~
generator and consequently lower the cost of the installation. However
too high a specific speed results in the fall of efficiency both for
impulse as well as reaction turbines. For Pelton wheel very low
Ns increases the diameter and the friction losses, while very high
Ns lead to uneconomics proportions and hence the loss of efficiency.
For a single jet Pelton Ns = 14 is about the best. For reaction
turbines, very low Ns increases disc friction and the per cent leakage
area, while very high Ns increases the exit losses and possible
cavitation problems. Naturally the alternative, possessing higher
efficiency will be selected.

Fig. 11·12.1 (b) shows the graphs of efficiency versus per cent
load fordifferent types of turbines. Kaplan turbine gives high efficiency
over a considerable range ofload. Pelton wheel has somewhat lower,
but sustained good efficiency over a wide range of load. Francis
turbines give lower part efficiencies as their specific speeds increases.
The fixed blade propeller has the poorest part load efficiencies.
Therefore, proper choice must be made according to the actual
requirements of operation.

Fig. 11·12·1 (c) compares the efficiencies of Kaplan and Francis
turbines under fluctuating head, i.e. under varying unit speed or
speed ratio. Kaplan is the obvious choice.
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Fig. 11·12·1. Variation of efficiency with specific speed, load and unit speed.

4. Nature of load. In selecting the size of the machine it is
worthwhile considering that multiunit plant can work better at part
load on the other hand, capital cost increases with the number of
machines. It is desirable to select units of the same size for flexibility
of operation.

Pelton turbine has the advantages that it works quite
satisfactorily even under variable load conditions. The choice of a
kaplan turbine and a propeller turbine as stated earlier depends
upon the character of the load. If the load varies, a kaplan turbine
is suitable as its blades adjust themselves to the varying conditions;
but a propeller turbine, gives its best performance only when the
head is fairly constant.

5. Type and quantity of water available. If the water
used has undue amount of dirt or sand, Francis turbine cannot be
used as its runner cannot withstand the erosive action of the water.
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Moreover water ways are of very small sectional area and easily get
choked by floating debris and also fluid frictional losses become
relatively high, these factors again restricts the choice of Francis
turbine. The Pelton wheel would do the d}lty fairly well.

6. Cavitation. Cavitation factor determines whether the
turbine is to be placed above or below tail water level. Placing below
needs extra excavation, also water has to be pumped out for inspection
and repairs. Deeper foundation increases excavation cost. For Kaplan
it is usually necessary to place the machine below tailwater level
and for Francis it is desirable to select high specific speed and place
the machine low.

7. Number of units and overall cost. The average overall
efficiency oflarge plant is influenced by the number of units installed.
A plant with two similar units would have better value of average
efficiency than one unit of double the size of the single unit. It is
desirable to select units of the same size for flexibility of operation.
A multiunit plant can work better at part load also and can meet
the large variations ofload more economically. The present trend is
to use a single unit of big size instead of two or more units to reduce
the capital cost and running cost.

The various factors influencing the choice between horizontal
and vertical type of turbines are as follows:

L Relative cost of the plant.

2. Site conditions, i.e. space available for foundations and
buildings.

3. Layout of the plant.

Vertical shaft machines need deeper excavation and higher
buildings than do horizontal shaft machines; the latter need more
floor area. Experience shows that vertical machines are better for
large size!? In vertical shaft machines, the weight of the rotating
parts act in the same direction as the axial hydraulic thrust. This
necessitates the use of thrust bearing capable of taking such heavy
load and working on runway speeds even. As far as the efficiency of
the machine is cohcerned, there is hardly any difference.

,

Example 11·12·1. A hydraulic turbi'ne works under a maximum
head of 27·5 m and produces 2300k W at 250 rpm. Find out -

(1) The house power and, speed under a unit head and unit
speed,

(2) . Speed under a unit head for unit power, and
(3) Power and unit head and unit speed.
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Solution.

01) Since

(2) Also

POWER PLANT TECHNOLOGY

H= 27·5M,

P = 2300 kw,

N= 250 rpm.

E. = (lL)3/2PI HI

(HI)3/2 ( 1 )3/2PI = P H = 2300 27.5

= 2300 = 15.94 kW Ans.
144

K = (lL)1/2NI HI

(H )1/2NI =N HI

( 1 )1/2 250= 250 27.5 = &244

= 47·67

250-v'23QO

= . (27'5)5/4

_ 11989·6
- 62·975

= 190·38 Ans.

[ 5/4]2 2P = Ns ~) = [190 i1)3/4]
= 36244 kW Ans.

Example 11·12·2. An hydro electric station operates under a
mean head of 10m and having a discharge of 30,000 litres Isecond.
Overall plant efficiency is 80% and turbine speed is 120 r.p.m.

Calculate the power that could be generated.

Suggest suitable runner and specify the same.

Solution. We have

Power P = QP~ 1]0 x 0·736 kW
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Here

Specific speed

Q = Discharge = 30,000 litres/sec

p = Density of water, 1,000 kg/m3 (or 1 kg/litre)
H = Head in metres.

170 = Overall efficiency

P = 30,0007~ 1 x 10 x (}736
= 2944 kw

::. 3000 kw

Using two turbines each of 1500 kW or 1·5 MW or 3 turbines ofIMW each. If we select two turbines of 1500 kWeach

N.J15

= Ns = H514

_ 120..jI560 _ 4647
- 10514' - 17·78

='261 r.p.m.

As per the specific speed Francis turbine will be suitable, but
since available head is low Kaplan turbines (propeller type) are
suggested, each of 1500 kW.

Example 11·12·3. A hydro electric station is to be designed for
(I catchment area of 400 sq. km., rainfall for which is 125cm / annum.
The head available is 30 metres. If 75% of the total rainfall is available
rest is lost due to evaporation. Penstock efficiency = 95%, Turbine
"/{iciency 85% and Generator efficiency is 90%, and load factor 40%.

Determine the-' capacity at the station and suggest suitable
machines. (B.U. 1984, 1991)

Solution. Quantity of water available

= Area x Rain fall

= 400 x 106 x 1·25 x 0·75

= 375 x 106 m3/yr.

_ 375 x 106 3
- - ... 4 x 3600 m /sec

= 11·89 m3/sec.= Q.

1) P Q.p.H. 1Jo H P
ower = 75 ..

1Jo = Overall efficiency
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Hence power
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= Penstock efficiency x turbine efficiency x
generator efficiency

= TIp x 1h x Tlg

P _ i1-89 x 1000 x 30 (0·95 x 0·85 x 0·90)
- 75

= 356·7 x 0·7267 x 103

= 3456 HP

= 3456 x 0·736 kW

= 2543 kW Ans.

Average Power
., Installed capacity = Load Factor

= ~~:; = 6357 kW

::. 6400 kW.

If we provide two turbines of equal rating then capacity required
for each runner or turbine

= . 6400 (TIt = 85%)

= 3765 kWeach.

Since the head available is 30 m, i.e. low head, Kaplan turbines
are suggested. Each turbine shall be of capacity.

= 4000 kW say
= 4MW.

11·13.Governing of Tur~ines
Governing of turbine means speed regulation. The turbine

governor is an essential piece of equipment ofthe unit and works to
regulate the speed of the turbine upon changes in load, by controlling
the flow of water through the runner.

The various components of the governor are:

(i) a speed sensitive device (fly ball assembly), (m a mechanical
amplifier to increase the effect of the above device, and Ciu) the
follow up system which produces the actual control on the water
flow. This actual control comprises of operating a gate mechanism
in the case of Francis turbine, the gate and blade adjusting mechanism
in the case of Kaplan turbine, and the nozzle, needles and deflectors
in an impulse turbine (Pelton wheel).
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Fig. 11·13·1. Turbine flow control mechanism.

The most commonly used system of governing in turbines is
through oil pressure. The oil pressure governor is described here.

The governor system includes the governer itself, the energy
supply equipment (pump supplying oil under constant pressure),
the piping and the connections to the turbine's flowcoritrol mechanism.

Fly ball
assembly

The governor in"its simple form consists of the governor head
(speed sensitive device, usually flyball assembly), the control or
pilot valve and the servomotor. At normal speed the ports 1 and 2 of
the control valve are both closed and the pressure in chambers A
and B of the servomotor being the same, the servomotor piston i's
stationary in position, maintaining the constant rated discharge.
Increase in the turbine speed rotates (through a belt) the governor
head faster. The flyballs move outwards lifting the sleeve up and
opening the port 1. Oil pressure is applied in chamber A, which
moves the piston to the left and reduces the discharge until normal
speed is restored. Any decrease in the turbine speed brings the
sleeve downwards, opening the port 2, thereby applying pressure in
chamber B and pushing the piston to the right to increase the
discharge until the speed is stepped up to the normal. This apparently
is simple process, however is rendered unsatisfactory because of the
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inertia effects, which cause the over travel of the controls and the
consequent,'hunting' of governor.

As has been stated, the governing of an impulse turbine is
effect€d by regulating the quantity of water ejected through the
nozzles and striking the turbine buckets. Two common ways of doing
this are: Spear or needle regulation and the deflector regulation A
third method involves the combination of these two arrangements.
Fig. 11·13·2 shows the guide mechanism for an impulse turbine

Needle ~. To bucket ofrod 1 pelton wheel
l_ --:;' ~ __

From relay
cy"linder

Needle

Su~p{e lPIPe~
Fig. 11·13·2. Guide mechanism for an impulse turbine.

using needle regulation. The governor closes the nozzle opening
partially by pushing the needle in the nozzle thus allowing
less water to enter the turbine, which, therefore, will run slow.
Needle regulation is suitable where a relatively large penstock
supplies water to a small turbine and where the fluctuations
in load are small, while the deflector is generally employed
where supply of water is constant but the load on the turbine
fluctuates.

The combination of spear and deflector control is quite
popular in modern installations since double regulation is a
feature of all modern turbines. The double operation involves
simultaneous operation of two elements. This uses both the needle
regulation effected through the dil'ect connection with governor
servomotor piston rod, and the deflector regulation which is
effected through a linkage arrangement from the main lever
and the servomotor piston rod .. The deflector is thus, actuated
directly by the governor and works quicker than the needle/
spear regulator which is permitted to act gradually, and thus
avoid fierious water hammer in the piping system. The
double regulation arrangement of turbine governing is shown in
Fig. 11·13·3.
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Fig. 11·]3.3. Double re!,rulation system of governing impulse turbine.

Double regulation system is also employed in reaction turbines
by control the water flow through guide blades. This consists of
guide blade control and a relief valve in Francis turbine and guide
blade control and runner blade adjustment in case of Kaplan turbine.
The guide blade control comprises of the used control mechanism,
and blade adjusting mechanism are additional features. Relief valve
which fitted in the penstock at the turbine inlet, opens and direct
the water to the tailrace by passing the runner, when the pbwer
demand drops suddenly and the guide blades are closed suddenly.

11·14. Safety Measures in Hydro Stations

Safety measures which are usually provided for the safe and
controlled operation of a hydro electric plant are:

(1) Surge tanks (2) Spillways

(3) Relief valve (4) Trash screens

(5) Fish pass (6) Sand traps
(7) Jet dispersers.

Surge tanks and spillways have already been discussed in earlier
articles. As mentioned surge tanks are provided to reduce the water
hammer effect in penstock pipe, during fall of load. A spillway is
also considered a safety valve for dam. It must have the capacity to
discharge major floods without damage to the dam.
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Relief Valve. It is also a safety device, which is used to protect
penstock against excessive water hammer pressure. It may be used
independently or in conjunction with surge tank. When used
independently it is a bypass device for excess water. It is fitted in
the penstock at the turbine inlet. If the power demand drops suddenly
ap.d guide blades are quickly closed, the relief val ve opens and directs
tl1e water to tailrace, bypassing. the runner. This avoids any serious

~ water hammer formation whicf(:.could damage the governing
mechanism.

Connecflon
to the unit
penstock

Discharge Port

lie rod

Pivot

A relief valve is shown in Fig. 11·14·1. When gates of turbine

intake are quickly closed, this device automattcally opens, a safety
bypass orifice, through which excess water can be by passed.
As shown in figure, during closure of the turbine intake, the
rod resting on pivot will move the left with cataract plunger
moving up'. This allows a part of water which is diverted from
turbine to paS3 through a bypass line, and thus water hammer
pressures are reduced. Operation of the valve is achieved through
water pressure or through oil pressure using a pilot valve or by
the servomotor.

Wicket
gate .....
Closure Opening

0·'1 -. 
contact

Fig. 11·14.1. Relief valve.

Trash Screens. These are provided to prevent logs, ice blocks,
fishes and other foreign matter from entering the conduits and then
to turbines. Trash rack is made up of steel bars.

Fish Pass. This allows the fishes to pass upstream without
difficulty. Arrangements for fishpass are to be made on the dams as
per law also.
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Sand Traps. Sand traps are incorporated at any convenient
point in the flow path. to separate sand or solids in the water,
which may otherwise cause rapid wear of nozzles, blades, spears
etc., of the turbine. Solids in suspension are allowed to settle down.

Jet Dispersers. These are provided to dissipate the energy
possessed by the discharged water at the bottom of high dams,
which may cause damage to the foundation. The disperser permits
the jet to be broken up into a conical shower of drops and their
energy is absorbed by air ..

11·15. Hydro Electric Plant Auxiliaries ">

Many hydro plants have small auxiliary turbine driven generators
or turbogenerators to supply auxiliary power for the plant when it
is shut down. The most important auxiliaries necessary for starting
the turbo-generator unit include: the exciter, governor oil system
and lubricating oil pump. The station can start usually independently
of external power, but standby auxiliaries are needed for emergency
service. Exciters for the main generator, may be connected directly
to, auxiliary water turbine driven or motor generator type engine
driven. Some plants may have, I.e. engine-driven exciters for
emergency standby so that large units ca.n be started when the
entire plant is shut down. Governor oil systems must have enough
power to open gates to start turbines from stand still. If the main
oil pumps are gear-driven off the main turbine shaft, there must be
separate motor br engine driven pumps to raise oil pressure during
shut down.

Hydro stations have a wide variety of auxiliaries: circulating
water pumps for bearing cooling water. generator cooling, and
transformer cooling and air compressors for generator brakes, for
agitating intake water to prevent ice-formation on head works valves
and conduits, and for air pressure to depress tailwater below the
turbine when the generator acts as a synchronous condenser.

Air brakes on generator shafts are set when the turbine is at
standstill. and not to slow the generator down when shutting down.
Electric power must be supplied to pumps for water supply and
drainage. and for underwatering turbine casings prior to repair and
inspection; motor driving transformer fans and oil pumps; motors
on the station crane and hoists for spillway and head gates. and
penstock valves. The station needs electric power for lighting, heating
and ventilating and for storage-battery charging. The battery supplies
power for switch gear control and may furnish emergency light and
power.
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·Fans are required for ventilation of the turbine and switch
gear room or for coolingtransformer enclosures. Cranes are required
during machinery repairs aJld installations to handle heavy ports.
The headworks control gates are equipped with hoists which may
be manually or electrically operated other auxiliaries include: carrier
current and telephone equipment; are protection, heating ventilating
and air conditioning ; elevators ; plant repair and maintenance
shop ; grounding equipment ; lighting transformer and switch
gear etc.

11.16.Pumped Storage Power Plants
.,'\

Though in brief this type of power plant has been described in
Art. 11·4, but as these types are special type of power plants (which
work as ordjnary conventional hydro power stations for part of the
time) need a separate discussion.

An indirect method for temporarily storing substantial
amounts of electrical energy by pumping water from a lower to
a higher level. Pumped storage can be used in conjunction with
electrical generating plants of all types (hydro, thermal, nuclear
etc.) regardless of the energy source. The speciality of these
plants lies in th~ fact that when such plants are not producing
power, they can be used as pumping stations which pump water
from the tailrace side to the high level reservoir. At such times
these power stations utilise power available from elsewhere to run
the pumping units.

Large generating plants operate most economicallyat a constant
load at night, between about 10 p.m and 6 A.M, and during week
ends, however the plant capacity can be exceed the demand. By
storing the excess energy for use when the demand is greater than
the base load, load levelling is possible. The power plant can then
be operated at an essentially constant load, that is, in the most
economical manner.

In a pumped storage facility, the power generated in excess
of the demand; is used to pump water from a lower reservoir
(e.g., a lake, river, or underground cavern) to an upper reservoir.
During periods of peak demand, when the power demand exceeds
the normal generating plant capacity, water from the upper level
(head water) is allowed to flow through a hydraulic turbine at the
lower level. The turbine then drives a generator to produce electricity
in the usual way. Such a scheme is known as a pumped storage
development and its basic arrangement is schematically shown in
Fig. 11·16·1.
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Fig. 11·16.1. Pumped storage.

In most pumped-storage plants the turbine generator system
is reversible and can serve to pump water from the lower to the
upper level, as well as to generate electricity. In the pumping mode,
the generator becomes a motor, driven by electricity produced by a
generator in the main plant and the turbine then operates as a
pump. Start up of the turbine/generator or-reversal from motor/
pump to turbine/generator requires only a few minutes, so that
power could be restored after a short delay in the event of a failure
in the main plant.

A unique feature of the pumped storage plant is that the water
flowing from the upper pool tothe lower and vice versa alternatively
is not consumed at all in the process except that last in seepage and
evaporation, hence the replenishment of water is required only to
this extent. Hence it is a very ingenious method of conserving the
limited water resource on one hand, and balancing the load on the
distribution system on the other hand.

The altitude difference between upper and lower water levels
(i.e. the water head) in pumped storage facilities ranges from less
than 30 m to somewhat more than 300 m. As a general rule, Francis
type reversible turbines are used, but for low heads propeller type
turbines are preferred.

The efficiency of a pumped storage plant, that is, the percentage
of electrical energy used to pump the water than can eventually
be recovered, is commonly from 65 to 75%. In spite of the loss of
25 to 35 per cent, pumped storage can be economical. The stored
water generates power at times of peak demand when it would
otherwise be supplied by a gas turbine or diesel engine that is
expensive to operate. On the other hand apart from capital and
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maintenance charges, the costs of operating a pumped storage plant
are small.

Advantages of Pumped Storage Plants. Pumped storage
plants have the following advantages:

(i) As compared to other peaking units, pumped storage plants
have relatively low capital cost a~d thus an economical source of
peaking capacity.

(ii) The pumped storage plant is as rugged and dependable as
conventional hydel power station and can picl),up load rapidly in a
matter of few minutes. 'l

Ciii) Such power stations are readily adaptable to automation
as well as remote control.

Civ) It is free from effects of environmental pollution.

(v) These type of plants allow a great deal of flexibility in the
operational schedules of the system.

(vi) The power required for pumping is available at cheaper
rate.

(vii) The pumped storage plants allow the entire thermal or
nuclear power generation to take up the base load. Thus the load
factor of these units improve giving rise to overall greater system
efficiency.

(viii) Standby capacity is available on short notice. Power
engineers in utilities having pumped storage installations have long
realised the benefit of quick switching on and off capability of these
installations. Pumped storage plants need a starting time of only 2
to 3 seconds and can be loaded fully in about 15 seconds. In the
event of an outage on a unit, a pumped storage plant can be called
upon to meet the generation deficiency (occurring due to outage)
thus ensuring reliable supply and avoiding the necessity of load
shedding.

(ix) Since the base load plants need not be used to supply
peak loads, the forced and maintenance outages of these plants are
likely to be reduced.

(x) Pumped storage plants can be used for load frequency
control.

Site Selection. Further use of pumped storage may be limited
by the availability of sites, other than those where hydro electric
plants already exist. The topography must lend itself to the
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construction of a reservoir at a level of atIeast 30 m, preferably
more, above a river or lake with an ample water supply. Withdrawal
of water by pumping must not jeopardize the normal downstream
use.

The upper reservoir does not have to be very large, if the pumped
storage is required to supply peak power for only a few hours daily.
Nevertheless, some loss of land by inundation (flood/overflow) and
possible adverse environmental effects may be inevitable.

Site Selection for pumped-storage facilities is also limited by
the requirement that, in order to avoid long tran~ission lines, the
facility and its associated main power plant be close to a load centre
(i.e. where there is a demand for electric power).

The possibility is studied of using underground caverns, at
depths upto 1200 m or so, as the lower reservoirs for pumped storage
systems. The upper reservoir would be at the surface, perhaps at
some distance from the lower one. The siting of the facility would
then not be dependent on the local topography, but rather on the
possibility of excavating the under ground reservoir. In some cases,
natural caverns or abandoned mines could be used directly or as the
starting point for further excavation.

Types of Pumped Storage Installations. Pumped storage
plants offer many benefits. However their feasibility and economics
should be critically evaluated at the planning stage. During the
power system planning studies, three type of pumped storage
installation can be considered.

(i) High head, daily weekly cycle, peaking plants close to the
load centre.

(ii) Low/medium head, seasonal cycle plants far away from
load centres (peaking or non-peaking type).

(iii) Medium head, daily/weekly cycle peaking plants at an
existing cascade of reservoirs.

11·17. General Layout of the Power House

Introduction. Power house is a building for the protection
and housing of hydraulic, electrical and other necessary equipment
of the power plant. It may be an integral part of the dam, as it is
usually in the low head development, or it may be separate
independent structure. The separate power house may again be
located at the toe of the dam itself or may be constructed away from
the dam, connected to the intake by a penstock or a tunnel or both.
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According to the locatign of the hydropower plants, they are
classified as indoor type or surface hydropower station and under
ground power station. Underground power station is one which is
built underground. A surface power house is one which is founded
on earth's surface and its super-structure rests on the foundation
member of the power house itself without taking any lateral support.
The indoor type or surface type hydropower station is the most
popular type, and is therefore, discussed here. In this power house
the generator is fully enclosed and the building is of sufficient height
to permit transfer of equipment by means of an indoor electric overhead
travelling crane. The arrangement described for s.llch power houses
can, with suitable modification, be used for deterri\ining the layout
of underground and out door, or semi-outdoor type power houses
also. A hydraulic power house may conveniently be divided into two
pp.rts:

1. The Substructure, which may be considered as the
foundation block of the power house, it usually a monolithic concrete
block between the foundation bed, and the generator floor, having
the water-ways, the passages and the turbine settings, and in the
case of low head developments even the penstocks carved in this
block.

2. The Super Structure, which is the main building rising
above the generator floor, housing and generators, the exciters and
the auxiliaries like the cranes, the shop, the office, the switchboard
etc.

A hydropower station consists if four main position, viz, machine
hall, erection bay; service areas and maintenance workshops. The
machine hall is the main component of the building and houses the
turbines and generating units. It is usually divided into bays or
blocks, with one unit located in each block. All the units are located
parallel to each other, longitudinal spacings between centre line of
units depending upon the type and size of the generating unit. The
length of the machine hall provides for the housing of all units with
suitable spaces in between two units. The width of the room provides
for a passage way with a minimum width of about 3 m between the
generator and the power house wall. The height of the machine hall
is governed by the maximum clearance height required for moving
principal parts of the turbine and generator, location of rails overhead
travelling crane, clearance requirement for crane, and type of the
frame for roof of the power house.

The erection way is located at one end of the machine hall,
preferably at the same floor elevation. Its length should equal at
least one generator bay. In case the access railway line is brought
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into the erection bay at Tight angles to the axis of power house, the
length at the erection bay should be suitable increased. Since areas
include control and test rooms, offices, are located in upper floor;-;,
and the control rooms and other facilities in the lower floors. A
suitable location for workshops is at the generator floor level, so
that repair and mai'ntenance services can be rendered.

General layout of the power house and arrangement of
hydropower units.

The units are usually arranged in a row alon~the length of the
power house, requiring a rectangular shape of the building. The
penstocks approach the power-house at right angles to its length
and leave it in the same general direction. The generators are always
directly connected with the turbines on the same shaft. The
arrangement of turbines, generators and the other auxiliary
equipments in the power house varies accounting to the type of
turbines used. For example, an impulse turbine will normally be set
with its axis horizontal. The horizontal setting of Pelton wheel effects
considerable saving in the floor space requirements of the power
house, specially in the case of a multijet wheel, and is therefore
more economical, compared to the vertical setting. For the reaction
turbines however a vertical setting is definitely advantages, because
apart from the saving in the required floor space, it avoids deeper
excavation and the additional change of direction of flow, thereby
effecting economy and increasing the hydraulic efficiency. The vertical
setting also makes it possible to set the turbine low, without
submerging the generator, thus avoiding any problem of sealinfl.
The type and setting of turbines also determine the type of the
power house to be adopted, its overall size, and its cost.

With a vertical unit the whole of the static weight of the rotating
parts and also the hydraulic thrust are taken by the thrust bearing,
the design of which has been so developed as to give smaller friction
losses than occur with the two or more journal bearings and thrust
bearing required for a horizontal unit. In addition a horizontal setting
necessitates a bend in the draft tube before it is possible for it to be
increased in diameter, which means that the water passes the bend
at almost full discharge velocity. This involves a greater loss than
occurs in the draft tube of a vertical unit, where an appreciable
reduction of velocity can be effected before the bend is leached. The
vertical shaft setting affords better protection against the risk of
damage to the generator by flooding of the station due to either
exceptionally high tail water level or to a pipeline burst. From the
point of view of distribution of load on bearings, the vertical setting
is preferable, as all difficulties which might arise from the shaft
deflection are eliminated.
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However there are some disadvantages of vertical setting. It
does not permit to the adopting of more than one runner on one
shaft, since such an arrangement requires complicated foundations,
renders the parts in accessible, and greatly increases the depth. On
the other hand, the horizontal unit can and frequently does have a
runner overhung on each end of the generator shaft, thus increasing
the specific speed of the unit for a given head and output and
decreasing the cost of generator. A more complicated and therefore
more costly, substructure is generally required with a vertical unit.
The erection of the vertical machine is usually a more difficult task.

"'I..,~

On the whole, the advantages of the vertical setting for reaction
turbines normally outweigh the disadvantages, and the horizontal
arrangement is rarely adopted except in the medium and upper
range of heads, (about 100 m), where the capacity is relatively low
and runner of relatively sman dimensions are used. In such a case,
the greater accessibility and lower cost of the station substructure
may be the deciding factors. With vertical setting and multiple units
the power house superstructure requiring over head gantry crane
must necessarily be fall. Power house containing horizontal shaft
Pelton wheels is usually a low, simple and compact building, where
dismantling of a unit does not involve lifting and carrying huge
components of machines.

Number and Sizes of Units. Wheel capacity of an isolated
plant is usually fixed corresponding to a flow available in the stream
for 20 to 40% of the time. For peak load units, however, the wheel
capacity may be fixed up to a flow available for 5% of the time. The
total capacity of generating plant to be installed in a hydro electric
station is settled by the amount of power, cost, load factor, efficiency
etc. The amount of power which can be obtained from the catchment
area and from water brought in from neighbouring catchment areas.
This consists of firm power, consisting of the output which can be
guaranteed even in dry years; uniform power, i.e. extra output
which can be expected in normal weather; and spill power which is
produced only during floods.

After fixing the wheel capacity, the next thing to be decided
upon is the number and sizes of the hydro electric uni ts, which will
be most economical and convenient for operation. For example, a
total plant capacity of 500 MW may be developed by a Gingle 500
MW unit, or by five 100 MW units, or by ten units of 50 MWeach.
However in selecting the units for a given head, the general limitations
of specific speed must be first kept in mind. The criteria then for
the decision must naturally be :

1. Cost, 2. Efficiency, 3. Convenience.
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1. Cost. The cost of a power house and its foundations for a
given total wheel capacity increases directly with the number of
units. Also the cost of units and the accessories increases with the
number of units, though not in direct proportions. Thus from the
cost considerations, less number oflarge size units is preferable.

2. Efficiency (i) At full load. Larger the size of a machine,
the better is its efficiency. In small units loss due to leakage and
friction is comparatively more than larger units. Thus for a plant
running always at full load less number of large machines will suit
best. However, power plants rarely run continuousl~· at full capacity.

(ii) At part load. The more the number of units of smaller
size, the better is the plant efficiency at part loads (offp~ak periods).
More units ofsmall sizes can maintain high efficiency at fluctuating
loads, thereby off setting their relatively higher costs of installation
and maintenance.

3. Convenience. The plant having a single large unit, will
have to be closed down whenever the unit needs any repairs or
maintenance work, whereas in a plant with more units of smaller
size, a complete shutdown is highly unlikely. A Multiunit plant has,
therefore, the flexibility of operation without any appreciable loss of
efficiency. Also in such plants the repair or maintenance of a unit is
conveniently done without affecting the output considerably.

Analysis of the above factors leads to the conclusion that, in
general, it is basically desirable to have as few units as possible
consistent with the safe and economical operation. The plant location
and its use (whether part of an interconnected system or an isolated
independent power unit) are also important. For example, an isolated
plant needs a spare unit to take care of any possible breakdown and
consequent repairs. In such installation usually three or four units
should be satisfactory. The available generators capacities and speeds
also affect the number of units at a plant.

Substructure

Spacing of the hydroelectric units

(1) Pelton Wheel. The substructure of a power house with
pelton turbines is relatively simple, because with such turbines the
amount of flow is usually small, and the turbine itself is located on
the machine hall floor, by the side of the generator. Moreover there
is no spiral casings of draft tube. The spacing of the units is, therefore,
determined by the machine sizes and the necessary clearances between
the units.
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(2) Reaction turbines. The discharge in this type of machines
being considerable, the sizes of the water passages, to and from the
turbine assume importance. Therefore the inter-unit spacing will be
determined by the dimension of spiral casing or the draft tube,
whichever is wider. For open wheel pit setting, the flume width is
usually greater than that of the draft tube, but with the concrete or
steel spiral, the allowable velocities in them being higher than those
in the draft tube, the width of the latter will fix the unit spacing.
However, for large capacity units of high head and relatively small
discharge the overall dimensions of the generators, together with
the minimum clearance of 2 to 4 metres between the;;;', will determine
inter-unit-spacing.

Shallow or Deep setting of turbines. Elevation of the runner
with respect to the tail water determines the shallow or deep setting
of a turbine. As long as the turbine is set well above the tailrace
level, the setting is known as shallow. But when the turbine is set
at or below the tailrace level, then it is called the deep setting
(Fig. 11·17·1.) From the same head, power and cavitation safety a

Super structure

Head water

=.~1l--==~Ib

Staircase·

Fig. 11·17·1. Deep setting plan of power station.

relative deep setting requires deep excavation, more concrete and
expensive substructure. However, it allows higher specific and
operating speeds of the runners, resul ting in the smaner dimensions
and lower cost of turbine, generators etc. Shallow settings on the
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other hand reduce the cost of excavation, and the substructure. But
t.helower specific and operating speeds allowable with shallow-settings,
result in larger physical dimensions and increased costs for the
t.urbo-generating units. After a careful study of the relative advantages
and disadvantages of the alternative settings a suitable compromise
must be made to obtain the minimum overall power house cost.

The substructure design must provide sufficient room above
the turLine for taking out the runner when required for inspection·
or repairs. Also an inspection gallery surrounding the turbine and
expanding to the bottom of the generator must be provided. This
gallery and the space in the substructure is called the..basement or
t.he turbine pit which is accessible by a stairway from the generator
11001'. The heavily inforced cylindrical concrete lining for the basement
which carries the weight of the turbo-generating unit (including the
hydraulic thrust on the turbine) and transfer it to the foundation is
called the 'pit liner'. Ducts for ventilation and carrying the cables,
wires etc. are also provided in the substructure which apart from
serving the above mentioned purposes, help in redudng the quantity
of concrete. One sump should also be provided in every substructure
to collect the seepage and leakage water, so that it can be easily
pumped out above the ta~lwater level. Two centrifugal pumps
automatically operated by means of float, each capable of discharging
maximum estimated seepage, should be provided.

Super structure. Every thing above the generator floor including
main building is called the superstructure. Apart from the machine
hall, it includes the switchroom, storage, facilities, offices, recreation
moms, galleries, stair cases, elevators etc. the machine hall contains
I~enerators, governor, auxiliary equipment, cable galleries, cooling
air ducts, cranes controll'oom etc. The control panel, switch board
and operating platform are often located on the first floor. All the
facilities must be so located as to make the best use of the space
available.

The height of the building is generally determined by the required
headroom and clearances for the travelling crane in handling the
larger piece of equipment, name1y the turbine runner and the shaft.
A minimum head room of 2 to 2·5 metres above the service gangway
of the crane must be provided for the personnel.

Supper structure often extends beyond the substructure at one
end of the generator floor on the shore to accommodate an erection
bay for dismentling and maintenance of units. The shop must also
be adjacent to the service bay. An electrical bay is also usually
provided to house are switch board, and switching apparatus.
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Service
---gangway

Draft
tube gate

Tall race

Fig. 11·17·2. Super structure of hydraulic power plant.

Service gangways are often provided round the generator or in
case of elevated floor around the exciter. Thrust bearing are usua]]y
located above the rotor.

The frame work of the machine hall, supporting the roof
and the crane may be either of structural steel or of RC.C. so
that the wal1s can be made simple non-load bearing type. For
small plants structural steel frame work may be unnecessary
and the walls may be designed as load bearing type, carrying
the roof and the crane-loads. The roof and the upper part of
the super-structure may be either steel truss or rigid frame.
Sufficiently large glass windows with metal sashes should be
provided in the long walls for good lighting and vertilation. The
main door is usually located at one end of the station, the door size
being sufficient to let in a railroad wagon or a big truck carrying
heavy machine.

Every power house must have a travelling crane, which can
span the width of the power house and also travel its entire length.
Its capacity should preferably be sufficient to lift the generator
rotor, the shaft and the runner, all together, so as to enable the
inspection or repair of the thrust bearing. The crane runway girder
travels on rails supported on the wall columns.
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Pelton wheel power house has practically no substructure and
comparatively simple super-structure as shown in Fig. 11·17·3.

Mach'JOe hat! 1;.

Valve
chamber

'.
»

I.~

,J --A. i: ..:;.~ ~~.
Tail race-

Fig. 11·17·3. Super structure of Pelton wheel power house .

.Questions
11·1. Discuss the applications of hydro-eleetric plants for producing power

on a commercial scale. What are the chief characteristics of a good
plant site?

11·2. Discuss the advantages of hydroelectric power generation over thermal
power generation.

11·3. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of hydroelectric power
generation over other methods of power generation.

11·4. What are the essential elements of a hydroelectric plant? Describe
the different types of dams used for such plants, and discuss the
conditions under which each type can be used. What information about
the site should be made available for deciding the type of dam for. a
plant?

. 1·5. How the dams are classified? What factors are considered in selecting
a type of dam?

11·6. How are hydroelectric plants classified '! Describe a diversion canal
type hydroelectric plant. (B.U. 1985)

11·7. What are functions of a surge tank'! Describe with neat sketches the
behaviour of various types of surge tanks? (E. U. 1989)

I 1·8. What are the different types of spillways used in practice? Discuss the
advantages of one over the others.

11·9. Neatly draw a typical low head hydro power development scheme and
work its various elements therein. Explain the function of each.
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11-10.

11·11.

11·12.

11·.13.

11·14.

11·15.

11·15.

11-16.

11·17.

11·18.

11·19.

11·20.
I
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Describe the working of a ·Pumped storage plant" and discuss its
importance as a peak load plant.

Sketch a typical layout of a medium head hydroelectric power station
fitted with Francis turbine. Briefly describe the main elements.

How are water turbines classified ? What type is best suited for
(1) High head (2) Low head and low flows (3) Low heads and hi~h
flows?

Describe the construction of (1) Pelton turbine (2) Francis turbine,
(3) Kaplan turbine. Indicate the essential differences in the three type.

Discuss the effect of the following factors in the selection of a turbine
for a hydroelectric plant; "'J,

(a) Head (b) Speed and specific speed
(c) Part load operation (d) Cavitation
(e) Disposition of shaft. (E. U. 1986,89)

(a) What factors are considered in selecting a primemover for a hydro
electric power plant?

(b) What type of turbine will you select for head of

(i) 200 m (ii) 60 m (iii) 10 m

How are water turbines governed? Describe the governing system for
impulse and reaction turbines giving suitable sketches.

What are the functions of a draft tube in a hydroelectric power plant?
Show that a draft tube prevents the loss of head of a reaction turbine.

What is meant by 'Cavitation' ? How and where does it occur in a
water turbine? Why does it become necessary to instal a water turbine
below tailrace level?

A proposed hydro electric station has an average head of 300 metres, a
catchment area of 100 sq. km, rainfall for which is 120 cm. overall
efficiency of the plant is 75%. If 80% of the total rainfall can be utilized,
calculate:

(1) Average power available.
(2) Maximum demand/capacity of the plant,
(3) Select the suitable runner

Load factor given as 50%
(ADs. (a) 7480 kW (b) ::. 15000 kW

(c) Francis, select 3 units of 5 MW.

From the following data which are available from the irrigation of a
hydrosite, calculate the suitable capacity of a turbogenerator and specify
the turbine selected.

Available head
Total catchment area
Rain fall

Turbine efficiency
Generator efficiency
Penstock efficiency
Load factor

50m

50 sq. km.
1500 mm/yr.
80%
91%
75%
60%

Assume 70% of the rainfall could be utilized.
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11·21. What arc auxiliaries of a hydro-power plant; and what methods of
drives are employed for these? Discuss the.zdvantages and disadvantages
of each method. ~

11·22. Draw a sketch of the layoutpt-/building complex for a hydro-electric
power station and label th~various sections. Show the centre lines of
the generating units, assuming 3 generators are to be used.

Objective Type Questions

11·} Expression for power output (P) in kW, of a hydroelectric
station is .

..•.,
(a)

0·736 QWh1/o
(b)

75 QWhT/O

75
0·736

(c)

0·736 QWh
(d)

QWh 1/0

75 x 1/0

0·736 x 75

11·2. Operating charges are minimum in the case of.. for same
power output.

(a) thermal plant
(c) nuclear

(b) hydel plant
Cd) gas turbine.

11·3. In water hammer is developed.

(a) surge tank (b) turbine
(c) penstock (d) draft tube.

11·4. Gross head of a hydropower station is .

(a) the height of the water level in the river where the
storage is provided..

(b) the height of the water level in the river where tailrace
is provided

(c) the difference of water level between the level in the
storage and tail race.

11·5. The function of the surge tank is .

(a) to supply water at constant pressure.
(b) to relieve water hammer pressures in the penstock

pipe.
(c) to produce surges in the pipe line.

11·6. Location of the surge tank is a hydroelectric stationis near
to the .

(a) reservoir
(c) tailrace.

(b) turbine
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11·7. Pelton wheel turbine is used for minimum of the following
head.

(b) 100 m(a) 20 m
(c) 180 m or above.

11·8. Francis turbine is usually used for .

(a) low head
(c) high.

(b) medium head

....

(b) inclined

Pelton turbines are mostly .

(a) horizontal
(c) vertical.

11·10. In reaction turbine, function of the draft tube is .

11·9 .

(a) to convert the K.E. of water to potential energy by a
gradual expansion in divergent part.

(b) toincrease the flow rate
(c) to reduce water hammer effect.

11·11. Francis turbine is usually used for .

(a) low head installation upto 30 m
(b) medium head installation from 30 to 180m
(c) high head installation above 180 m
(d) for all heads.

11·12. Francis, Kaplan and propeller turbines fall under the category
of .

(a) impulse turbine
(b) reaction turbine
(c) impulse reaction combined
(d) axial flow.

11·13. The runner of Kaplan turbine, consists the number of blades
of the order of

(a) 2-4
(c) 4-8

(b) 3-6
(d) 12-16.

11·14. In Francis turbine runner, the number of blades is generally
of the order of.....

(a) 2-4
(c) 4-8

(b) 3-6
(d) 12-16.
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I I·15. The specific speed (ns) of the turbine is given by

487

(c)

(a) ns = n-fP
h3/2

ns = n-fP
H3/4

(b) ns = n-fP
h5/4

(d) ns = n-fP
h5/4 •

11·16. State the following statements are true or false

(i) Hydroelectric generators are low speed machines as
compared to turbo-alternators. '

(ii) Dra(t tubes are employed in impulse turbine.
(iii) Pressure head is converted into K.E. in impulse

turbine.
(iv) Kaplan turbine is an impulse turbine.
(v) Surge tanks are required only for high and medium

head plants.
(vi) A pumped storage plant is used for supplying the

peak load.
(vii) Spillways are provided on dams in hydro plants to

discharge excess water in the storage above the fun
permissible level.

(viii) Storage and pondage are the same.

L (a)
6. (b)

11. (b)
16. (i) T

(v) T

Answers

2. (b)

3. (c)4. (c)5. (b)
7. (c)

8. (b)9. (a)10 (a)
12. (b)

13. (b)14. (d)15. (b)
(ii) F

(iii) T(iv) F
(vi) T

(vii) T(viii) F.




